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NOTE TO THE ENGLISH TRADUCING 

 
Fellow earthlings I ask for your forgiveness in the  translation, these books 
were written in Spanish and for urgency of the time s to come, made a rushing 
effort, if anybody can help send me the e-book corr ected for better 
understanding God will pay you’re your interest. Pe ace and Life 
 
  

 PREFACE 
 

Congratulations my brother that you read this book.   The fundamental reason for 
which was written, is to fulfill a law that Says: “Share with your fellow men all that that 
for mercy and grace of God arrives to you”. We clarify, because it is not other our 
objective, because there is another axiom that says: ¨Karma is paid by the negative 
things that you make and also for the positive things that being able to make them 
didn't do them”. 
 
In these times the Earth is in crisis of all type: economic, social, demographic, etc. 
But the most important is the spiritual or moral crisis; this is demonstrated in half 
hour of news programs in any country of the world. Many people also speak either of 
the execution of the prophecies: Christian, Islamic, Buddhist etc. In all religious 
institution they speak of the end of d times. The psychologists and psychiatrists, a 
sociologists attribute this at the end of one millennium and the beginning of the other 
one; but who has the reason then? If you analyze the humanity's history  will realize 
that it has made countless errors even causing death to those that wanted to tell the 
truth on the diverse topics, such as if the earth was round or flat, if the sun rotated 
around the earth or vice versa. 
 
It is hardly logical the contradiction that exists between the materialistic science and 
the spiritual wisdom, since the materialistic science supports its theories in those 
facts that it perceives through the man's five senses, and the results of  apparatuses 
that have built with the time. On the other hand those that  profess the true science, 
use the internal senses besides the five external that possess. Because yes, internal 
highly spiritual senses exist, the ordinary man has not awakened them, for that 
reason  ignores that  possesses them. 
 
For further clarity we say that all scientific method has fundamental steps: 
Observation, Study of the parts, Hypothesis or theory, Verification or Practical and 
lastly Law.  
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If in any moment I say: “the sun comes out every day”, I have to demonstrate it 
through the scientific method enunciated previously. So much the materialistic 
science and the occult or spiritual Science use the scientific method, the difference is 
that the perception of the facts on the part of the materialistic science is limited since 
it only uses the five senses and the apparatuses that invent. While the occult 
universal science uses besides the senses, to perceive the external world, it also 
uses the seven internal senses, obviously to perceive the internal worlds. Something 
certain the materialistic scientists have said, that the human being doesn't use at 
least 20% of the capacity of the brain ( the being's strands). 
 
Ask the question to a materialistic scientist that if he can demonstrate that God 
exists, he logical will doubt or say that he cannot do it, some inclusive believe in God 
in a blind way, but they cannot demonstrate it. The  esoteric scientist  knows  (he 
doesn't believe) that God exists because it perceives it clearly in its interior  and  also 
knows the universe, “man know thyself  and you will know to the Universe and the 
Gods”(  HOMO GNOSCETE IPSUM)) the law of the likenesses is also completed that says: 
“What is inside is the same thing that is out, that of up it is the same thing that of 
below”.  
 
Its difficult for the esoteric people demonstrate to the materialistic scientist the 
existence of the internal worlds; it is as if a person that possesses a normal vision, 
arrives to a country where no one have this sense (the vision), and has never been 
developed, and  tries to explain  the colors and its tonalities. They will say he’s crazy 
and revolutionary, even put him in jail because of fear of things for them unknown. If 
he has luck and some people follow his teachings, that person will have to help them 
develop this sense, so that they awake this sense and then they will understand, 
because they lived the experience. (Practical and non theor y) 
 
If in spite of  history, you believe blindly in the materialistic science, study the 
supposed advances that have been given,  almost all technology  is to service of the 
human pleasure, giving comforts, transport, communication, distractions. In field of 
the health it’s been advanced enough, but to what cost? The investigations at 
microbiological level are a double edge, because they have brought the vaccines 
and the form of eradicating infectious illnesses, but they have also given place to the 
biological weapons. The advances in the atomic and nuclear physics have been 
wonderful, but blurred when seen by the development of the atomic and nuclear 
bombs that  even threaten to destroy this terrestrial sphere. 
 
 Our leaders in the history have been the materialistic scientists and their associates 
those pseudo-spiritual (religions with earthly interests, political, economic) they have 
taken us to the chaos that nowadays lives, an infernal world where the bread of 
every day is the death, illnesses, etc. That now because they have cloned a sheep 
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and maybe a human being (non man), they proclaim that “the such God doesn't exist 
that was always a myth”. This attitude had contaminated  the world, for that reason 
the incredulity is plentiful. And so that you don't wake up they maintain you distracted 
with the electronic apparatuses, television, radio, cinema, music, the sport.  You 
would say how it is possible that something like this is negative? We don't say that, 
only we assert that the previous activities distract the human being of their main 
mission in the earth that is  to be perfected and to reach the illumination 
(Christification, Buddification,Krisnification) . Have the full security that if you 
don't carry out activities in pro of  spiritual development, any other thing develops the 
part contrary to her, in this principle that is based that Biblically  refers to that you 
cannot serve at Two Lords at the same time , that gray angels don't exist, there are  
white or black. In another words you with God or his contrary, Your in Light or 
darkness, you cannot have love and hate in one heart. (sermon of the mount,  
Matthews gospel). 
 
As the man discovers more dangerous he becomes. What if it ends up discovering 
forces more powerful that the nuclear one? We would be lost. Thanks to God that the 
cosmic wisdom is reserved alone to those that its Internal God or Christ have 
developed , to assure that this wisdom is used to preserve the life  and not for 
destruction. 
 
If you have the sublime intention of Christification or Illumination  to reach the interior 
Being, welcome. Because you will be given the wisdom of  God, the occult wisdom. If 
you have egocentric intentions and tries to deceive other, only it will deceived thyself 
since their interior Christ doesn't sponsor these actions.  
 
I would like to clarify that this not a book more about an experience with UFOs or 
extraterrestrial, because, since we speak of extraterrestrial, it is good to explain that 
3 types exist:  
 
Central : They are beings that have reached highest spiritual grades  (Angeles, 
archangels, seraphs, cherubs), they flow directly with the Creative Father. They can 
appear in soul or with physical body. Some are the Representation of God or 
Theokratics Regents  where they inhabit. Their contact with beings not Iluminated 
(those that have not embodied  our Great presence or Real Being ) as us, it is very 
difficult, since  should have stability in the energy order, spiritual and physical, that 
which indicates to be in eves of the illumination, to be virtuous and mainly not to 
waste the sexual energies (orgasm or ejaculation, since make us impure; Levi cap. 
15) but being chaste even being married.(Exodus, cap. 13 verses 21 and 22). 
 
Fluyentes:  they are beings that aspire to conquer the spiritual realization, the 
difference with us, it is the grade of spiritual, technological knowledge and a smaller 
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grade of self-centeredness. Their contact is complex, since they don't intervene in 
our world, for not violating the free will  and the predestination of this world 
(Genesis cap. 6 verse 4). 
 
Outlying:  Beings with high level technological, with high grade of self-centeredness, 
are beings far from God . Any human being can contact him, they run the risk of 
being captured or kidnapped for there experiments. Its presence in the earth has 
been glimpsed many times, its objective is to use our waters and other terrestrial 
elements, for its balance. To tell the truth most of the ships photographed in different 
parts of the world correspond to these. Since they leave print in the field 
(Destruction) they don't keep in mind the respect to  life.  
(Genesis cap. 19). 
 
You will wonder how to differentiate them? It is easy, if you receive a message of any 
extraterrestial, study it, if it goes in pro of the life  and of the preservation of the 
sexual  energy it is genuinely spiritual and celestial. 
 
If in any sentence they suggest the destruction of the life, they are outlying, for 
example: if they tell they eat  living beings, fish, chickens or meats of any class . 
 
Of the above-mentioned, we can deduce that us, the terrestrial humanity are 
outlying  for the cosmic civilizations since  quantity of acts of violence that we live, 
besides we kill to eat or we sponsor this action, buying this foods. 
 
We know that in Colombia and the world, they have been carried out several 
congresses of  contacted people and UFOs, even they invited us in an occasion. 
Unintentionally  neither to insult or critic the mentioned congress members, we 
declined, because in this congress they charged high sums of money and articles of 
all species were sold. And We don't charge  for the messages that we have 
received free . This humble book this sponsored by each one of the members that 
we have lived the experience with the COSMIC BEINGS and we would never 
receive money to give the teachings. Neither we want to get the attention of the 
press, neither to have fame. In one of the communications with the celestial beings 
told us that they themselves will contact the whole mass humanity in the final 
moments and that our mission consists on to get ready and AWAKE.  
 
For these reasons we request with humility, if you don't believe or it doesn't please 
you  the wisdom that this book gives, give it away. Remember: God doesn't forget  
its children, not even those that hate HIM. This book contains the message of God 
sent to its children, to notice that the moments of the terrestrial purification comes 
closer , it is hour of getting ready, before studying this with your mind, do it with the 
heart, he shall indicated your path. 
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               Neffing Ikkally                                                                              

                                      

                                     DEUZ HARY 
 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Distinguished ladies, honorable gentlemen, young ones that reads these orientations 
based on the cosmic love. 
 
Our presence in this science is to unveil, arriving to a synthesis on the origin and 
mysteries of the existence, on the man's  septenary (7) constitution. 
 
It is of vital importance the understanding of this topic to this way  acquire physical 
and psychic harmony. When somebody is not situated in a theme, the mental states 
are perturbed creating confusion, doubts and in last case  madness.  
 
The life outside of the Earth sphere has been speculated by great quantity of  
leaders so much spiritual as materials. These investigations are not new, during 
centuries has stayed the idea and the question: Is there life outside of the earth? 
Very few they have been able to respond  this important question, and who have 
made it , is with base  a personal, but not universal perspective. The extraterrestrial 
topic as other topics, has two inclinations: to believe or  to not  believe. Both  can 
take you to a conflict. Those who  believe in him and they take it as an objective end  
and those who believe to solve their problem with only  saying I don't believe. The 
two positions are not the product of the internal wisdom that each human being 
generates; they are the product of the “orientations” that for  centuries our guides 
have imparted us. The question is: our leaders have had the reason or the truth? 
 
The humanity's history, of the solar system of the galaxy and of the cosmos, one has 
been sustained in hypothesis, in false suppositions moved by the human ignorance. 
These hypotheses have disoriented and confused the common of the humanity. 
 
We should remember that in the Medieval age it was sustained that the earth was 
squared, and that only it arrived until the end : finisterre (of Latin, end of the earth), 
this it was the teaching type that was professed in the superior schools. But the 
celestial messengers have embodied in different times, in moments of social and 
spiritual interference, in that time it corresponded to Christ-baal-colón (Christ:  it 
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forces universal that is latent in all alive organism, in all divine creation, Baal:  
disastrous energy, Columbus:  line) This representative of  domain of  waters was 
esoterics, for such a reason it was able to convince the queen Isabel (Isa:  to hoist, to 
get up, Bel : fire tower) and thus completing orders cosmic, it cooperates like a 
woman in the mission and it gives him three boats.  
 
The navigator baptizes them with the sacred names:  PINTA: father; Santa María: 
mother, Niña: son. And with the representation of the sacred family you voyages 
toward that ignored for all, but that he sensed it and visualized.  Christ-bal-colón was 
considered crazy, they made fun of him because he affirmed that beyond the end 
finisterre were more lands. Christ-balcolón (Christopher Columbus)  was a deep 
expert of the astronomy and the astrology, for that reason chose to the regency 
center-heart, of Leo, because it was need to be located as a lion to dismantle the 
farce of the scientists. The navigator, the being's representative in the ship was seen 
in danger by the manning (self-centeredness) ones that faced it to the 67 days 
(6+7=13:muerte and resurrection) and they wanted to throw to the sea to destroy it 
with the waters (this action is the one that makes the ego, it uses the waters of life to 
destroy the being). That day there was a total eclipse of sun, but only the navigator 
knew it, he told them that the sky was with him and with all, in that moment the area,  
was darkened  and panic  was  felt on board the ships. They took this like a sign of 
the sky, but the navigator affirmed them that in three days they would be in mainland 
(three days of those that speak  the Christ in Jesús, referring to the construction of 
the new temple. To the 70 days (7 are the number of the organization) they arrived to 
these lands, to our continent. So sure he was that he would arrive to other lands that 
he took  a quantity of trinkets, medals, etc. To exchange with the Indians, something 
that no navigator accustomed to do. This surprised  the world and he left in ridiculous  
the pseudoscientist of that time, the hermetic axiom was completed: “Who laughs 
of what ignores, it is on the way being an idiot” . 
 
But our leaders and guides continued guiding because they cannot stay quiet and 
pass as ignorant. Ptolemy materialistic investigator with his homologous outlined the 
Geocentric theory (Geo: earth, central: center) the fruit of its ”wise” investigations, 
made them believe that the earth was the center of the solar system and of the 
universe. And the humanity had to believe in these statements because if somebody 
said the opposite,  was considered an outrage, as heretic, enemy of God, of the 
churches, to a convict for heresy: they tormented him, they took out the fingernails, 
they tossed  acid in the eyes, they put the head in a giant bell to which hit 
unceasingly until traumatizing it, they made an opening in the stomach and they 
tossed  melted lead, etc. To finish him was burned  alive this done by the so called  
“sacred inquisition”, all this on behalf of God. 
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A eminent master called Galilean Galilei , guided the astronomical real position of 
the stars including the earth rotating around the sun,  this theory was called 
heliocentric (helium: sun) this statement of Galilean infuriated the scientists and they 
denounced  before the inquisition. These  captured him and they prosecuted him in 
public, to burn him alive in the public square, the quantity of assistants expected the 
moment to Galilean be transformed into a human torch. Everything was ready, a 
cardinal told him: ¨ You can survive of dying burnt if you swear that the Earth doesn't 
move around the Sun!!” Galilei should finish its mission in this world and  to not die 
he said: “I swear, and Eppur sy added Muove.” They left him in freedom, but a friend 
takes later visits him and he asks him that which was the meaning of the words that 
pronounced in the square. Galilean responds: They “are of Latin origin and they 
mean: that he moves, he moves.” 
 
Ours leaders have made absurd statements: In Basle, Switzerland, the scientists met 
to see if they found the origin of the illnesses and epidemics, and in that congress 
Louis  Pasteur got up and he told them: ”Siblings, there is the necessity to sterilize 
the syringes because there are illnesses that are transferable as the hepatitis. The 
jeer and laughter was the prize for Louis Pasteur. 
 
Equal happened when the railroad was invented, the scientists affirmed that nobody 
would invent an apparatus that overcomes the 30 kilometers per hour. 
 
All these statements have been destroyed by the best judge that has life : The Time. 
Nowadays we know that the earth is not a planet, because it is not flat. We know that 
it is the earth the one that rotates around the sun. That the illnesses are transferable, 
and that any automobile overcomes the 30km./hour. Really who laughs of what 
ignores this on the way being an idiot. We recommend to be situated before the big 
enigmas of  history because it is better to shut up and  go by ignorant that to open 
your mouth and not  leave a doubt.  
 
For these times there talking about the extraterrestrial life, but the humanity's guides 
say that they don't exist. However the historical evidences demonstrate that the life 
outside of the earth is a fact. The experience that I lived in 1989 was transformative 
and it is what I will speak to you, but I want to make a short journey of the historical 
cosmic evidences that  speak for itself. 
We have the case of the mysterious blackout of New York, an unique case to which 
the scientists have not been able to explain, happened the day 9 of Nov. 1965, it was 
5 in the afternoon, everything was suddenly in calm two lights  appeared in the North 
American skies, there are  many eye witnesses, the radar detects them and two 
airplanes come out to intercept them, one of the lights rose getting lost in the space 
and the other one descended to the electric power stations of Siracusa, when they 
were the 5 and 28 minutes of the afternoon  presents the blackout of New York that 
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was not only in New York but in 17 more states including Quebec and Ontario in 
Canada, it was also  in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. All these states were  dark 
and any apparatus that depended on the electricity didnt work, people caught in the 
elevators, the radars were paralyzed.etc.  
 
The North American government said; “Gentlemen calms down, the best technicians 
in NASA are already looking for the flaw (They believed that the flaw was local) in 
some moments we will have light. But with pass of the minutes the panic arrises and 
again they said:  we are defenseless , what do we do? Any air projectile can cross 
above us, and we could not detect its presence, neither we can send one of our 
guided projectiles to intercept them because the control bellboys depend on 
electricity. 
 
In the stations of the meter thousands of helpless people to be transported, the 
automobiles were abandoned since by lack of gasoline the stations they didn't work. 
They lapsed the hours and there was not answer. Suddenly and exactly to the 5 and 
28 minutes of the dawn it returned the energy spontaneously, twelve exact, 
arithmetic hours. Not there was necessity to move the pointers of the electric clocks. 
 
In the electric power stations they had electronic brains, these they indicate the place 
where shows up the flaw and it can disconnect the switches partially to avoid 
problems. The airplanes had problems to land because the tracks were to dark. A 
thousand problems cause this blackout that was really a humiliation for the 
materialistic arrogance of the Earth. 
All knew that those lights coming from the stellar space were cosmic ships. The 
investment of the polarities caused the blackout. 
 
The Egyptian pyramids speak for itself, no existing human mind could be able to 
carry out such transcendental work (on this topic we amplify in the Blue Book, of the 
same author). 
 
The tracks of Nazca in Peru. 
The giant monoliths of the island of Easter that they observe  the space like waiting 
somebody. 
San Agustín's monoliths in Colombia, their face is Asian, and they resemble the 
opposing ones in smaller Asia, both date of the century seventh before Christ and 
there was not, in that time apparent communication between America and other 
continents. 
 
To Mexico we see  wrapped in an entire summary of monuments that escape from 
the human imagination. Equally inexplicable it is Machu Pichu in Peru, the tiers that 
form this majestic temple are energy true condensers. 
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The triangle of the Bermudas  is an entire enigma. 
 
All these historical evidences are real testimony of the presence of our  bigger 
brothers in the Earth, but parallel with it, we have it the narrations that  appear in the 
Bible ,  sacred Book center of our Faith. Stories on Angeles' presence and cosmic 
ships you will find them from Genesis until the Revelation. 
 
In Genesis Cap.6, verses 2,4: Genesis 6:4 There were giants in the earth  in those 
days; and also after that, when the sons  of God  came in  unto the daughters  of 
men , and they bare [children] to them, the same[became] mighty men  which [were] 
of old , men  of renown ¨. It is logical that to engender a son it is required of a sperm 
and this coms from a physical body which should inhabit some other world. In 
Genesis Cap. 19 find that two angels arrived to Sodoma and they demonstrated their 
supernatural powers, they said to Lot: “Survive, leave without turning  behind, you go 
to the mountains so that you are not razed by the death, we will destroy this place” 
These angels, they ate breads without yeast and Lot  washed there  feet, what also 
indicates that they had a physical body. Sodoma and Gomorra were razed by a great 
explosion that in that time being of earthly origin was not able to. 
 
In Exodus the narration of a thick cloud that guided to the town, appears it guided 
them by day and at night it became a fire column to illuminate them the road, this 
cloud remained until months in the same form (Exodus Cap,13, versos,21,22). The 
laws settled down by our Creative Father indicate that a cloud cannot remain for 
much time in a unique form. This luminous cloud appears in several occasions in the 
Bible. The prophet Ezequiel, explains in the first chapter ,first: “the skies opened up 
and I saw as a wind and a storm, a cloud surrounded by the splendor of the ray and 
of the fire and the figures of alive beings that human beings looked like appeared this 
way, each one had four faces and four wings and for the sides the figure of an eagle, 
a bull, and a lion. And when they moved they emitted the sound of a powerful 
thunder (of many waters) in this era it describes travelers of the space. 
  
In the book of Acts chapter 9,1 finds that the savior of the world a cloud absorbs him 
and it takes  him away. The prophecy of the Revelation chapter. 1, verse 7: ¨Behold , 
he cometh with clouds ; and  every  eye  shall see  him  “. This cloud is not another 
thing that a cosmic ship, as well as it is the star that guides the magi kings, all star 
rotates in an arithmetic orbit, and to leave would cause collision among stars and   
cosmic catastrophes. Many say the drawer sentence: “for God there is not anything 
impossible”, but it is necessary to study that our Celestial Father is an exemplary 
being, and if He create the laws, HE won't transgress them. 
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In second of Kings 2, 1:  finds something that doesn't have confusion; a fire car came 
from the heights and  Elijah was taken. 
In the Bible like in the sacred other books we find winged Angeles that  ate and they 
carried out activities that  included human acts, like Jacob it fought with an angel in 
Peniel. Did Jonas remain inside a fish for several days That it was really a fish? For 
many Noahs Ark is an enigma, two hippopotami, two rhinoceroses, two elephants, 
two. .... Who assisted then to  reinforce the ark to support the weight of so many 
animals? 
 
Thousands  ways of life exist in the Cosmos, many worlds, the Christ decreed:  My“ 
Kingdom is not of this world”. 
 
Independently that they find historical evidences or not, narrations in the sacred 
books, etc. This being that talks to you, the Creative Father allowed me to live a 
singular experience, a transformative and transcendental experience, for this way 
guide transparently on the topic of the cosmic wisdom and the greater  siblings, 
nowadays we can verify to this way to affirm on the modus vivendi of the 
Extraterrestial. 
 

Adhé Jesús Castro Martínez 
 
 

CHAPTER I 
 

In 1.986 became interested to investigate the enigmas of the existence, to such  
grade that I made myself active member of the Superior School of Occult Teachings 
(I.G.C.U.) starting from the month of April I was devoted to the practice and 
incarnation of the doctrine body, these practices was intensified the following year, 
everything with aim to  psychosomatic restructuring. In the year 88   supplemented 
with the studies of  endoteric theology . In the year 89 dictated chats about  
experimental psychology,  17 of October of that year went to dinner, later did my 
practices and I went to bed as every day. In the dawn of the 18, something  
unexpected happened , the event that would mark the real direction of my existence: 
in that dawn I listened strange sounds like electronic or metallic, sounds that 
resounded in my brain, but they were not rowdy , I incorporated trying to find the 
origin but everything was in order. That day everything lapsed ordinary, the voices or 
sounds made me uneasy, they were not in Spanish, everything was an enigma.  
 
Three days passed in those I waited wanting to clarify, but  didn't happen anything, 
the day 22 its repeated the scene, I was aware of the phenomenon, this was what I 
listen: “Pasanna Ikkaly, of Luk Splendor and Agarika Zing, to Zigk Gnanak” when 
listening these words  I made the sign of the cross, and I told them: if you want to 
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speak to me, please speak to me in Spanish, I don't understand¨. Subsequently I 
listened: 
 
 You have been “chosen for the teletransportación mission, your origin is our origin, 
your projection it is ours, don't fear, that but more ahead you will understand. The 
collective petitions of some organizations have arrived from space, the lawyestyc 
concatenation was commended to the constellation Pegassus like pattern of fluency, 
three stars of this constellational order ; Pegassus, Boolagnhú and Acirfa are linked 
in the mission to overcome the chaos that  lives in this star. It is needed that you 
understand your missioner position, in this field you have been chosen to crystallize 
the universal diverse projections, you will have from this instant the fluency of the 
beings that, together in a Regency cause , we are ready to cooperate to the 
development and transcendence of the people. The mission is the central axis of this 
contact, it is required to achieve the balance and harmony of a people, you will carry 
out your works and you will wake up as all the men, the communication will allow you 
to guide the people toward the final exodus. Neffing Ikally.”  
 
There was a silence, I intervened with a question, I remained with the pencil in hand, 
to write the answer but there was no answer, slowly I was perceiving the physical 
noises, cars, etc. The communication had finished, I had in my hands a cosmic 
message, I read it time again and again. I had communicated with the theocratic 
regency  of Woolagnhú. 
 
After the first communication, the fact became frequent, each two or three days I 
communicated with them, in each fluency I received a message, these I transcribed it 
in my desk, they guided me to veil them (not to say them). 
 
Certain day dialoguing with a Brother  I showed him a small  cosmic message, he 
told me that they could be spirits, but not physical extraterrestrials. It caused me 
some intrigue. A couple of days passed and in a communication I told them:  In the 
Christ's name, are you physical beings or spirits? Subsequently they responded:  
 
“Both parts will be integrated in a single being, in our manifestations we can make it 
in spirit, in energy or physically, but we can also make it luminously, they are six the 
expression forms that goes beyond  the physical thing. In our star we possess a 
tangible body. 
Your restlessness gives us margin to indicate you that contrary forces  will be  
contacting you to stop , pause these projections, they will offer you earthly goods and 
eroticism, you will also find  astral elementary forms that will present you the option 
of the fame and the power,  they already have here great quantity of followers in the 
earth. Some have been deceived making them believe that they come from Zuhón 
(absolute, I center of the universe) but the teaching clarifies the origin”.  
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I said Brother, to deepen in these teachings, is it possible a dialogue in person? 
 
 “For that you have to pre-erect yourself, to develop your Theophanic and organic 
body, we will give you some practical disciplines that you will do intensely. Neffing 
Ikkaly.” 
 
November was a month of intense psychophysical practices , I should absolute 
chastity. In the month of December I continued communicating, I already had the 
authorization of sharing the messages, some were of scientific character others were 
deeply occult, they also had spiritual, these last I shared them with evangelical 
people, Adventists and witnesses of Jehová with which  sustained dialogues.  
In a fluency I requested them that they made me a study (exam) on my preparation, 
after making it they indicated me that everything was completed and that  to get 
ready for the encounter: 
 “Each person that inhabits this sphere possesses a sacred germ in a star of the 
cosmos, that is her origin, the earth doesn't sprout souls, its position before the 
lawyestic voluptuousness  doesn't locate it as genetic order, this mission is that can 
be  possible, but not in short time, for centuries may pass, but it requires to begin the 
development. You will be taken to your spiritual germ, Acirfa is your origin, it is in this 
galaxy, exactly in the diameter 68 of Zuhón. Kalathum 11, 7 aeom 18 
.Aladeeesssiiiaaa” 
 
This message was received in Christmas, it confused me due the idea of being 
transferred to another star, they arose me many queries: How many time will pass? 
Will I be returned?  will I suffer damages? etc. However I felt prepared, I was ready, 
there’s a reason they had contacted me. I commented to a group of friends, all they 
were optimistic, we wanted to enlarge our investigations about the life outside of the 
Earth. The day 27 we made a special practice, in which the petitions were made. 
 In the dawn of the 28 the room was suddenly illuminated, this illumination 
transformed into an oval which came closer to my face, I could see the front of my 
apartment, the highway traveled as if was a mean of transport, it arrived until the 
outskirts of Magangué, Bolivar., city where all this was happening. Finally  stopped in 
a field, then the vision disappeared. That day I got up I made a showerbath of plants, 
in a small handbag I placed a pant, shirt and personal hygienic things. A taxi took me 
to the outskirts of the city, of there I crossed the neighborhood of San Pablo heading 
for the place. As curious thing  that I was in the street  and about five year-old girl 
and without knowing me “ told me:  Mister, are you going to the moon”?, the mother 
was sweeping the front of her house, she smiled and she said: ”that little girl is 
crazy”. I followed my road, and myself remembered  the axiom that says:  ¨the 
children and the lunatics tell the truth, for that reason  the children “they educate” 
them and to the lunatics they contain them”.  
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At 7 15 am I was in the contact place that had seen in vision. I prepared to carry out 
psychophysical exercises, the minutes passed and it didn't happen nothing strange. 
They will be 8 a.m, from the place the houses of the neighborhood Camilo Torres 
could be seen, I went there and I bought paper, candle and match, quickly I made a 
letter and I sent it to the ether like I had been indicated.  
 
I kneeled,  made the petitions of rigor, before getting up I looked at the clock, it 
marked the 8 and 27 minutes, I had determined to return home. When lifting the 
sight, the impact was singular, to scarce 15 meters there was a radiant disk of color 
orange that rotated vertiginously, it had about six diameter meters. It changed color 
quickly,  became yellow, then in beige and at last in silver brilliant, it continued 
rotating but it didn't emit sound, I was petrified, only I could move a little backwards. 
There was a well where the cows drinked the water, it was surrounded of water; I 
wanted to arrive to them and finished the experience. It seemed that my 
psychosomatic preparation had disappeared. The apparatus that had about three 
meters of high stopped, it was not stopped in the earth or vegetation, like levitating. 
From it came outside a being dressed with pant rosy colored that covered  the feet, 
the shirt  to the height of the waist with a wide belt, followed a lady descends, 
dressed equally alone that was a little but wide to the height of the shoulders. I 
observe  each part of their body, their hair is wavy and a single brow that it crosses h 
from temple to temple, another array of brows that ascends of the brow forming a 
triangle in its front. The male with his hand points out the ship inviting me to 
approach it, but a mystery invaded me, I didn't   walk toward the apparatus, like 
paralyzed. The lady  returned and she enters in the navco (cosmic ship), many 
seconds pass, the male observes the whole contour, he looks at me and he says: 
“Pasanna Ikally, is the same voice of the communications, I understand that it is  Luk 
Splendor and Agarika Zing. He places his left hand above my right shoulder, to about 
thirty centimeters, it invaded me a tranquility and relaxation. Luk Splendor passed 
from being a cosmonaut to a normal human and the ship became a bus of terrestrial 
service.  
 
With my handbag I approached the navco, inside it is very practical, it has in the 
superior  part three screens that  seem oval televisions, to this they call Graff . Not I 
realized in that moment detached the apparatus, I didn't feel that void that we 
experience when detaching an airplane. I planned to find many bellboys, electronic 
boards, levers etc., something similar to the booth of an airplane, but it was not this 
way; the three screens are already inside the apparatus mentioned, there is also as 
a small organ (a platelet with eleven ovals in form of bellboys), it is the whole 
technical part. I saw a sphere like wrapped in fume that went away vertiginously, Luk 
Splendor  made me feel that it was the star earth. Subsequently I was not able to see 
anything more, only it was seen through the small windows a vapor, or a humidity 
that steamed up the transparent material of the window. 
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Not they had lapsed fifteen minutes when we were already in an area or cosmic port. 
We descended, Luk Splendor went where some beings to dialogue, Agarika Zing 
and I waited a few steps from the ship.  A while passed he returned and we entered 
again to the zeles (ship), that base or city was Wulagnú or Boolagnú, a star of the 
constellation Pegassus in this galaxy. Five minutes later we descended to a 
zelesport. When stepping land, Luk Splendor expressed: “Revere your divinely germ 
, there is here  the summun astrus patrus that sent you to the earth”. I placed the 
handbag to a side and kneeled, giving thanks to the universe for the lived 
experience. The sun was rising, for a moment I believed that it was the same Sun 
because it was this way in t the earth when we left. 
 
They were some ten people in the area, I could see different types of ships: in ball 
form, tubular, oval., trams, transparent, etc. To us a youth came closer, he made us 
a reverence gesture and  caught my handbag, we go up ourselves in something with 
form of a phone booth, the streets moved, it seemed as if a layer moved from above. 
There are  not corners, the plans are organized in ovals to avoid accidents. We 
arrive to a house, this as most, they seem two united eggs. This mean of urban 
transport is  directed by a person to accelerate it or to stop it, it moves above the 
street. 
 
In the housing the Theokratics Regents inhabited: Markoth and Karloth . They 
indicated me that I could take a bath, my guide was there son who moments ago 
brought my handbag. 
 
To take a bath I enter in a cylinder, I undressed and suddenly everything filled with 
vapor, it was not cold, like thermal , when the vapor disappeared I had left water 
condensed in the body, I was dried, I changed myself  in clothes and I heard say that 
there were a meeting or dialogue in the home of Théren,  I went to this house, and a 
great surprise awaited me when I saw  a terrestrial person, the one which, the same 
as me, it had been transferred there, I came closer and we dialogue; it was  Antonio, 
a Venezuelan that had transferred to complete a mission in the earth. That meeting 
or dialogue seemed that it was prepared for the two terrestrial visitors, although there 
they had people with a low level of wisdom, it is necessary to understand that not all 
the extraterrestrials possess high grade of wisdom. (in retrospect I was able to 
remember that dialogue):  
 
“ The space ships are represented in the man and the man in these. They possess 
the first pattern's same characteristics, every day is vital for the human organization, 
from the moment of the conception, the cosmic regents are projected to form with 
their rays each system in action, the days 1, 7, 12, 18, 24, 36, 42, 53, 67, 72 and 90 
are definitive for the harmony in the life. The genetic order is located being related 
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closely with the cellular integral vortex. Starting from the moment of the conception, 
the days in mention are those mostly attended to constitute a true human  creature. If 
when being developed it forgets these eleven auspices, won't be able to manifest as 
a true son of God." 
 
Followed to this intervention it was needed the participation of  a terrestrial one of 
both, I hoped Antonio spoke, but he didn't make it, he looked at me and I understood 
that I should expose. The exhibition room was an oval, the assistants were in an 
array forming circumference, in the center there was kind of a booth that reflected 
the image toward all sides in the same form, to be that the exhibitor gives  the  front 
to all. There I went and I talked them about the energy, their therapeutic applications 
and the position of the scientists in front of this. They asked me on the transgression 
and profanation of the Creator's laws. I commented them that in the Earth it had 
proliferated  vastly the EGO  (anger, laziness, lust, hate, jealousies, etc.) that the 
origin of the life had been distorted. Comment them on the  Satanic organization call 
“sacred” inquisition, and that they called it saint because they affirmed that all the 
tortures and crimes were favored or sponsored for heaven's sake, I detailed them 
about those tortures, I talked them about the inquisitorial well, the pony, the 
dungeons, etc. And in last, on the blaze.  
I could perceive imaginatively that it caused them astonishment the intervention, their 
faces continued common and currents because they don't laugh, neither they cry, 
neither they get scared, but they have a  feel spiritual transferable. Markoth Karl 
clarified and  corroborated everything, he promised that he will unite to our 
projections to rescue the genetic code and to eradicate the egocentric programming 
that had taken possession of the humanity. It synthesized with the sentence: "In the 
earth, is where they crucified the great light univ ersus Crestus” (Christ).  
 
When it finished the meeting, the son of Markoth,  informed me that Claven , the 
confectionist of dresses required to speak with me, we go to its sphere or house, and 
we dialogue thoroughly, she spoke to me of her occupations, how she does it. In 
each work or occupation I could notice a great difference, mainly if one keeps in 
mind that each step that they give goes in pro of the preservation of the life, including 
its feeding. Claven says that any star that is in favor of the Creator  don’t destroys the 
life. When commenting her about the life in the earth, she was  attentive“, then she  
said:  that it is the experience that I require, to visit to your star it is as traveling is 17 
hundred years  to the past, I will request a permission to visit the earth. My 
vibrational level has descended at 71-29, to remain in the earth would stabilize me in 
the 89-06 at 99-07 level”. 
 
She showed me the diverse dresses that they use, they are miniature, but to the 
contact with the organic termicity (heat)  become as elastic. 
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We suspended the dialogue because an emissary arrived with the message that I 
should show up in the temple, we go to the living room of  Universal supramísticos 
exercises , at the distance I could observe a horse next to the wall of the temple, this 
horse had wings and a horn in the most superior part in the head. Only when we 
were close, I could differ that it was carved in the wall, it seemed alive, it was of a 
white-grizzly intense color, the radiant sun emitted its rays on the base, but not 
toward heat, it was a fresh climate, we enter for a corridor, as we entered it was 
darkening, we arrive at the sacred enclosure, it was at night, the whole atmosphere 
was organized in such a form that seemed at night. I Looked up and I saw the stars, 
until that moment they had some twenty people and they continued arriving the 
invited to the ceremony, it got me powerfully the attention the arrival of some beings 
that  had wings stuck to their arms, other small wings in the feet and other many but 
small in the ears.  
 
The synthesis of my transfer to that star was present, I was taken for a 
psychosomatic restructuring, later to which the partial integration would be given in 
future times, with the Spiritual Regency of Acirfa . I listened music, it was not 
terrestrial music, because in our music there is combination of sounds (adulteration), 
the music  was only a sound, a single harmonic note , I could see of where it came, it 
was an apparatus of the size of a remote control, located as to about three meters 
high. In the wall of the enclosure there was an engraving to the one which all those 
that went entering, the hands were placed in the larynx and they made it a 
reverence. To the left side of the temple there was a transparent platform, it seemed 
the cover of a sarcophagus in glass. They indicated me to lie in it, in this horizontal 
position I observes the superior part of the temple attentively, it was really at night, 
because it was seen through a glass that covered the roof of the temple. My body  
began to warm I touched my forehead to see if it had perspiration, but there was non. 
 
 The ceremony began, I could see to the Theophanic body of the  sacred order of 
Acirfa ,the stellar soul Zigk Gnanak . I felt sleepy and began to rise slowly and  float 
in the space, I looked to the platform where I was lied down and there I saw my 
physical body . I saw as a channel that absorbed me and I appeared in the earth in 
the chronological moment of the hecatomb, it was something impacting, to such a 
grade that I felt the attraction of my physical body, I was not afraid, I opened the lids 
and they gave me the sign to get up, the restructuring had finished, I felt different, 
with another transparent vision of the life. 
 
Each person when leaving again made a reverence to the engraving of the wall, I 
came closer and when a saw  some letters or figures I told myself internally, this is  a 
prayer , Markoth  told me: ”This is the essence of all the existent in the u niverse, 
it is the living formation of the sound, of the Ver b, it is the energy that moves  
the cosmos. All the stars work and they evolve than ks to the word, to the 
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letter, to the mamtrams, the reverence is the ident ification with the Creator. 
This is the ALVANIK language of this area of the co smos, it is integrated to all 
the languages and expression forms.” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The truth is that I spoke to them in Spanish and they understood me, the surprising 
thing it is that they spoke to me in Alvánik and I understood, now I understand that 
they  manage the language of gold  that is integrated to all, the silver language, of 
copper, or of iron. 
 
When all came out he went to a sphere like of a meter and it took out a sheet or 
scroll and a marker with which I transcribed the Alvanik language. When leaving 
again to the street I saw  the sun, according to my idea it was two in the afternoon, 
the curious thing is that in my clock marked 6 a.m . In several occasions I could 
analyze that my clock gave the impression that went quicker, since in several 
occasions I had seen this same hour. 
 
We went to the field that is beside the sea, from the sea they extracted a pasta to 
build housings, in those days constructions of two plants were building, with the 
objective of housing some terrestrial inhabitants in the moment of the final cataclysm, 
these housings are identical to those of the earth, what varies is the construction 
technique for they use levitatators to lift the prefabricated badges. 
When we move to the cultivation field, a group ended up gathering fruits with a 
similar machine to a robot, they placed to the foot of the tree and of this it left as an 
invested umbrella, the robot emitted a vibration that only synchronized with the 
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mature fruits and these  fell in the umbrella, of there to a recipient cleanser. All  trees  
have their branches with their leaves up, similar to the garden pine. The earth of 
Acirfa is it integrated, it seems floor, it doesn't lift powder (it doesn't fade) it is as if is 
humid.  The trees maintain their healthy and green leaves as if is always in spring. 
 
Suddenly, I saw as if somebody moved running hiding in a tree, l stayed observing 
that tree and I saw like a chimpanzee form that moved to another tree, the son of 
Markoth Karl  explained to me that it was  an anigood (animal). There are fruits of 
different colors, of their flavor I don't know, because I didn't prove some. I listened a 
sound or buzzing like that of the bees, they were emitting the sign to receive the 
food. We go to the place, some houses in chain, as schools, had some fifty people to 
receive food, even Antonio, the Venezuelan, was there. There was a table that 
contoured the housing all we were seated in front of this table, of an opening at the 
beginning of the line moves above the table, kind of a cloth with the food, two 
recipients, one with a plate and another with a glass, in this last a similar drink to a 
food of the interior of called Colombia “clear-of corn”, that of the plate seemed like 
the cortex of yucca, these foods didn't have a specific flavor; the Acirfa beings  didn't 
make the smallest noise when eating, their lips scarcely moved. It seemed a school, 
all dressed same. In that moment I analyzed again that they don't possess teeth 
(Reflection: the children that are but near God, neither they have teeth, when the 
anger, the hate,  are manifested, they grow the teeth, and when it arrives to old, 
when the ego cannot show the teeth falls ). 
 
The silence in the food represents the prayer in action of thanks to the Creator. Of 
there we went to the home of Karloth  -  feminine companion of Markoth - this 
eminent lady gave me an orientation to be transmitted to  women that are ready to 
use the universal medicine. Later to this dialogue she drove me to a camera or room, 
so that I rested, to my understanding only some hours had passed since I ascended 
to the Zeles in the earth, since it had not arrived the night. In a thick cloth as a mat 
that was not supported in the floor  went to bed carefully. Scenes of the earth were 
coming to the imagination, I compared the modus vivendi of the two Stars. Today is 
December 28 I told myself: How much time will I remain in this star?. Although it had 
not felt fatigue I get up vitalized. I went to Karloth and there  were Luk Splendor and 
Agarika Zing who indicated me that we should return to the earth. 
 
I said goodbye to the  Theokratic Regency , they responded the farewell placing their 
hand in the forehead lifting it toward the sky. We walk to the Zelesport, in the road I 
saw a plant with an immense flower of about forty centimeters of yellow color, I 
requested them they gave me some seeds to bring them to the earth, while they 
caught the seeds of this called plant Tilus. I went to catch other seeds of a rosy 
flower and I tossed them in my handbag, together with those of Tilus. When being in 
front of Zeles, Luk Splendor looked to the infinite and I point out with its hand the 
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direction where the earth was, something that  caused my admiration because here 
in the earth, Acirfa is also up. We approach the ship and we abandon this being's 
divine spiritual germ. 
 

 
 

 
CHAPTER II 

 
We descended to the same place of the encounter, it was dark, I thought that it had 
darkened in the trip, my clock marked 7:40 p.m., Markoth had told me that it would 
indicate me the hour and day of narrating the experience. The lights of Magangué 
were seen, I left to the highway and I left home in a taxi. When arriving I am told that 
we are at December 30. They had lapsed three days but in Acirfa scarcely one. They 
belong to another solar system. 
 
The group was pending on my comment, but I didn't tell them anything until the day 
January 3 1990, I met the group and I narrated them all the lived experience. When 
ending they asked on the seeds, I took out of the handbag the seeds of Tilus and I 
distributed them, they were about 20 blue seeds. Those of the plant of rosy flower 
didn't appear, I read an essential short message that Markoth sent to the group in 
that time:  
“Pasanna Ikkaly,  you children of the fifth sun, the times are present, the Father that 
had forgotten  their son per millennia has returned with rigor  and  force to begin a 
new regency cycle , it will arrive in the fair moment, watch over  each instant. 
Aladessia will be present in every hour and in each age.  Is.” 
 
We all stayed with optimism, the group was fraternized based on the experience and 
the promise of the Greater Siblings. The following day I left there to the place of  
encounter and buried the scroll where the Alvanik language is written, each three or 
four months I revise it. 
 
That transport was transformative, my vision toward the world  changed totally, this 
was not margin like to look down on my fellow men, on the contrary, I was stirred up 
a superior interest of cooperating in the humanity's spiritual development, I made it 
this way in the year 90, I organized the group,  maintained the communication with 
Luk Splendor, its orientations took me to scales of the soul, celestial Soul Zigk 
Gnanak , our Interior Teacher, our Great Presence, was able partially to be 
integrated to me as human soul. This for a greater understanding of the physical and 
spiritual life, starting from January 3 the 91, this soul integration  was located as the 
humanity's spiritual patrimony. Three celestial forces, Luk Splendor , Agarika Zing , 
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Zigk Gnanak , in the high command instructing the humanity, the celestial ideas were 
centered in the spiritual part, but Not in U.F.O.s   
 
At the end of that year a  group friends or spiritual brothers  went to my clinic and 
they exposed me that they also o wanted to communicate with them, that not only 
me was to be middleman. I found it good idea because 99% of the groups, there is 
always a leader that communicates and a group that for faith and dogma continues 
him/her. It began the month of December, in a communication for psychovoice (that 
it is not telepathy because in this the voice is listened inside, in the brain, and the 
psychovoice, out), I exposed Luk Splendor a letter that I had organized:  
“Pasanna Ikally, Wulagnik dignitary, with all the respect made to the celestial order, I 
communicate  that there is a high level of acceptance of the cosmic teachings, but 
there are three members that want to communicate with you, in the personal thing I 
backup the idea because this will help to base the teachings and we would be four 
contacted as pattern for expansion and execution of missions. I don’t want that in this 
group it happens like in the other ones where there is a possible one contacted and 
more nobody can check that. The siblings want to listen your voice and to continue 
serving in the great order.  Neffing Ikkaly” 
 
The answer was:  In“ each scale they will be able to understand that the universus is 
projected by celestial laws that organize us, our  act  is free, as it is  of all creature or 
son of the Creator, our action is balanced in the theological government. Your 
application will be studied in our system, you will be summoned . Neffing Ikally” 
 
This answer of Luk Splendor gave me truly hopes, I wanted these siblings to be 
contacted also. 
 
Some thirty people motivated in the investigation of that of the spiritual evolution 
existed and in passing in the UFO phenomenon. The day December 5 were 
indicated that I should move to 65 kilometers to the south of Magangué, they told me 
that the four applicants could go, I gathered them and I commented them, but 
several impases of works and economic factors  prevented them to travel, I had to go 
alone to the encounter (not by chance). The day 11 of that month at 9:45pm o'clock, 
it was  the encounter point, beside the river. Something like that as a lightning 
illuminates the area, for a moment I believed that it could rain, but I realized that it 
didn't have loaded clouds, another lightning centralized close to me showed, I could 
understand that they were not common lightnings, these were verdusignus  (green) 
and it was stabilized in form  AND that it vibrated, it could have near two meters high, 
the two ramifications , they were becoming wings and the vertical one in to the body, 
being finally the figure of Luk  Splendor. 
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I exposed him the idea of the contact of the three siblings or spiritual brothers, I 
insisted because I insist, didn't want to be as the common of the groups, in which the 
leader is the only one that receives the messages and the parishioners to believe 
blindly. There was a total void, a silence, I felt an inconvenience, I thought that I was 
demanding too much, then I listen the sentence:  “Neffing Ikkaly”. 
 The contact finished. I returned home, in reflection I made myself quantities of 
questions. I waited to be contacted the following day, but it was not this way. The day 
13 in the first hours of the night I was summoned . It repeated the lightning, already 
in their location, Luk Splendor told me: 
 ”The message that I bring you is not of a physical value, value it with the soul, 
terrestrial centuries  ago ,completing  universal and lawyístic orders, we locate in the 
cameras that today gives to  you, listen: to the moment of your application, we locate 
in the graff  the area where the creator of  the ark of  communication  was, we 
met with a dimensional being, Phem Moy Yet , immediately  moved beside this 
being, it indicated us that to give the plans and the auspices, was needed the 
presence of a Vajratawa being  (grade in the high spiritual initiation ), we detect that 
Vajratawa was in the luminous path of the constellation Anturia, we show up before 
the supreme being YANG KAREY .  Who for goodness of this cause, she narrated us 
that the earth was the star of its full identification. “Thousands of years ago  Anturia 
was prosecuted by Ventzians, my father like a  guide,  he faced the war and  
transferred us outside of Anturia where there was no danger  and he returned to the 
luminous path to defend the people. We emigrated looking for a star with 
characteristic related with our form of life, we found the earth where beings of high 
understanding received us. In occasions we sent emissaries to Anturia to have 
information regarding the war. The moment arrived this way of returning, we didn't 
find my father neither the supreme command, the war it put an end to him. The 
federations postulated me to direct the destinations of Anturia. With my spiritual 
development I achieved the grades that today you know. I am in debt with the earth. 
They will have the ark of the science, and I will travel to flow with them”. 
 
To  finish Luk Splendor  told“ me:   
 
¨your application of contacting human beings has be en secured, you have the 
delegation to contact seventy seven people. For  wh ich, you will build an Ark 
of communication  having measured fluibles for our vedzeles (vehicle directed 
Celestials) it is kind of a housing or primitive ho use. The measures vary and 
sensible with the number of assistants. Be sure tha t they are measured of 
etheric standards: 2,27; 3,33; 4,42; 5,67; 6,90; or  7,70 meters. 
 
Be sure that it is hermetic, built with natural ele ments. A channel of water will 
surround it. In the superior part you will install the projection of the Ark, a 
Gibraltar or dome, this is manufactured with the  m ineral or vegetable 
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kingdom, imitate pyramidal, their measures are 33 o r 70 centimeters if they 
require this way . You will install it a thousand g rams of terrestrial imam 
distributed in twelve pieces.Six in centrifugal pos ition and six in centripetal 
form. Will recover it with a brilliant paste, and i n very soft expression. This 
Gibraltar when is activated (that is to say in comm unication  is covered in 
energy, very dangerous force, with the result that it should be located in the 
superior part (external) of the camera. 
 
To a thousand two hundred centimeters of Ark, filth iness or wastes should not 
exist, it is vital that it settles in a fluent and harmonious place. 
 
But the most important thing is that it should be e rected in a hyperspace 
coordinate. The assistants should be balanced sibli ngs, the nongenétics and 
nervous they should not enter to Ark without before  pre erecting 
(psychophysical preparing). 
 
The applicants to flow with our orientations should  undergo a s 
bioestructural(psychosomatic) study for five hours,  which should be among 
third o'clock day and fourth night (from 8am at 10p m, in Magangué, Bolívar) 
hour before entering each member will take a quanti ty of fine oil (olive) . For 
each kilo of organic weight, he/she will take a cub ic centimeter of oil. Through 
this study, our theocratic guides will decide if it  can be contacted in their 
energy level. 
Later on he/she will be given a pad of objective ex pressions and the unique 
forms of as erecting(awakening) thyself in the conf ederational level and in the 
chronological facets. 
Those who attacked against their principle of life (genital organs)  cannot 
enter, they have to energize that vital area. The a pplicant should have solidity 
in a projective level, spiritualist and missionary,  if the facets require it this way 
”. 
 
This is a secret of the cosmos, the precious jewel that they gave me, it was more 
than what I had requested, what we wanted only that through telepathically they 
contacted some members of the institution to base my statements, and more in 
these critical times of heresy and apostasy. 
 
I returned to Magangué with the extraordinary news, dialogue with some brothers 
and I exposed them what had received, in those days the preparations began to 
build the  Ark. Some were doubtful, because it seemed incredible to achieve the 
yearned psychotronic communication . For those that didn't know the project, we 
were building a meditation shack. When everything was ready we entered the Ark, 
but nothing strange happened, we enter several times in the week. 
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Certain night, we entered, we relax ourselves to the maximum and we made the 
petitions of rigor. Suddenly a play of bells, and a feminine voice was listened that in 
the distance spoke indicating us that Ark didn't assume the vibratory and 
configurational level for the communications, she gave us the tecnics for its cosmic 
ericción.(leveling up) 
 
The bells were the same of the telepathic contact, only that these  are more strong 
and the fluency shortest. 
 
Starting from the spring of the year 1.992, the contacts began with the sister of the 
Luminous Path  YANG KAREY . This being guided us for seven continuous 
regencies (cycles of 28 days), for the month of September the communications were 
suspended, we had the idea that the contacts through the Ark, had been with a 
common extraterrestrial being, but  one day  my soul state : Zigk Gnanak said the 
following message, unveiling  who was the cosmonaut  YANG KAREY  : 
 
“Siblings, the moment has arrived of revaluing this universal principle of life that 
palpitates in each atom, in each sun, in each word, because it has been, it is and it 
will be. As letter she is the Father, as Word she is the Son, and I like a sentence or 
fraise is the Holy Spirit. 
Certainly the golden night of YANG KAREY  glows in the constellations and in all the 
ages. Obviously YANG KAREY  glows in the ineffable cosmos , because she is not a 
human being, it is a multiple and perfect unit, it is miter, it is the spiritual sun, the 
mystic snake of the orphic mysteries . 
 
 YANG KAREY  is not a another  extraterrestrial as they suppose in this time many 
sincere mistaken . 
It is YANG KAREY  the cosmic same principle that foments the existence of the 
universe. In fact you received a very grandiose being and she opened the first blaze 
of the understanding, because when she speaks, it uses the word, for that reason it 
glows gloriously in the infinite incommensurable space. It is glory, it is light, it is 
knowledge. 
It is our guide through the distance and of the time, to take you and to indicate  on 
the way to the evacuation. 
Unquestionably, this being deserves to be meditated in all you. 
This reflection won't make it from a merely literal point of view, we should make it 
from the point of the diverse theogonies. 
 
YANG KAREY  like intelligent principle can tie to the microcosms, with the 
macrocosms, and all human being should make the same thing since the terrestrial 
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sphere it is going by a dark age, for that reason the light comes with her and nobody 
recognizes it, neither even the students of the spiritual paths. 
 
This way occured with YANG KAREY , far in the infinite space, traveled for eleven 
hours, five of those which through the hyperspace and the rest in the transformation 
of the hyperspace time in concrete time as that of the earth. 
 
To end up guiding to six endoteric groups , because the universe wanted it this way. 
They listened  to their sublime voices, but, nobody followed her, and every day that 
passes is more difficult. 
Today she goes away,  her tears dewed  the six coordinates, disappearing the 
vertical authentic line of the hope and being a delicate horizontal line. Waiting that 
one day  you were able to listen their voices, understand the urgency of being 
elevated(awakened). 
She closed a cycle, the snake  bit the tail and the sufferings continue being 
accentuated. Now it becomes necessary to return to the old wisdom, to make to glow 
the mystery of the  Zigks and to expand it to many towns of the earth, if we make it 
this way , very soon your organism will be under conditions of making  arrive a 
message to our dear sister of the stars YANG KAREY . 

Theocratic Regency  of Acirfa” 
 

I traveled to Cartagena to write a book about that we were living. In December of that 
year the titled volume came out to the public light: “The Bible and UFOs”.  
It arrived the year of 1993, the ark it was disabled, I returned to Magangué to see as 
we gave her life.  
In the month of February a group of the city of Cartagena that  had read the book 
arrives and in common agreement with us began to diffuse the message massively. 
 
The Elder Brothers activated us the ark and the contacts continued. From the spring 
it began  to guide us by delegation, the cosmonaut Kamika Amasshy , regent of the 
sphere Farunha  in the constellation of Anturia. 
 
This ark had a dimension of 2,27mts. The group was more than  of a hundred people 
and they were New in majority in the teachings. 
We got an area to build an ark and a temple for the spiritual exercises, we located 
everything to the south of the city and beside the marsh. 
 
In those days they summoned me for a contact of seventh type, which had requested 
at didactic level, since would be allowed to photograph the ships, etc. 
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They summoned me to the other marsh side, more exactly to a population called 
Tacasaluma. At  3 in the afternoon of the day March 28 we were in the encounter 
point, which was near the population's by  kilometers. 
 
Stopped beside the marsh I  waited the appearance of the ship to photograph her. 
 
In a while  some beings dressed with yellow tunics came out from the bushes, their 
skin is blueish, they give me the greeting:  Pasanna Ikally and they are identified in a 
single voice like the cosmonauts Fling Zul  and Joob Manare.  Fling Zul has grizzly 
hairs that fall to the shoulders, while Joob Manare it possesses  more hair and of a 
clear yellow color. 
 
Beside the marsh, together they look toward the space and in a while a radiant ship 
appears about of  seven meters diameter, slowly it was staying still, its color varies 
from the silver plating to the dark one, in its inferior part it has two triangle species 
and six walls. Of crown it possesses a piece of about two meters and this has some 
bars seemed to metallic glasses, and in the center a series of disks surrounds her. 
 
The ship descends, the brothers  they invite me to go aboard, I do it without thinking 
it twice. My handbag had left it out, Fling Zul told me: “we will make a trip”, in those 
instants I felt the impulse of requesting a trip to Venus, star that I have always 
wanted to visit, but it was not about a trip outside of the earth or to one of our places, 
it was a trip to the past. 
 
In the psychic ship, we manipulate the chronological graff in a screen of about 
seventy centimeters of latitude, the ship  in which we are appears.  A cloud appears 
before the zeles, Fling Zul points a kind of a gray opening for where we had to enter 
to travel to the past,  told me that it would be enough with imagining the time to which 
we would travel, two images t became present: to know the pyramids in construction 
and the  life of Jesús the Christ , it interested me more this last and the said it. 
Indeed the ship was introduced by the opening, and to the moment everything was 
darkened. When returning the light we were in a population near to a lake called 
Korazín. 
 
We had traveled to the year 31 of this era, to  Joob Manare  I indicated  that at 
didactic level I was interested to travel to the time of  crucifixion of the Christ. We 
entered again, they advanced the graff, and  repeated the phenomenon, we 
appeared in the same population. People with her vestments were devoted to the 
works of the field. The sun was declining, suddenly everything was darkened and it 
began to fall rains and lightnings and a storm became present, people ran holding on 
to her vestments, the beings indicated me that the crucifixion was giving. 
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We approach the zeles and we syntonized the graff again, they noticed me that had 
to do it with the same precision because but we could appear in the year 80 of 
Akuario (2.070 aprox. ) 
Soon after the zeles was posed in the departure place, in the moment I didn't believe 
that we had returned to our days, because although in that population pass a lot of 
days that it didn't rain, it was dark, sprinkling and the breeze the same as in Korazín. 
I abandoned this encounter amid the rain, they had made an appointment at hour 
fifth lot of the following day, and it was this way, I Attended willing to photograph and 
to film the zeles. 
I was able to take around ten pictures in different positions, some didn't come out 
because a zeles moves very quick and I’m not an expert  and had little experience in 
the handling of the camera. In that encounter they gave me a decalogue, a chart 
where is the synthesis of the Anturiagnus evacuation plan . 
 
 The one that got my attention powerfully  was the fact of rushing the zeles against 
the wall of the well or base, it was introduced  without leaving rake, later on I listened 
their sound in the air, but I didn't see them again. 
This is the synthesis of the encounter with these cosmonauts, messengers of the 
stars: Yemen, Hura and Harbin , in the constellation Anturia . 
 
Although these pictures have presented polemics of all type, especially in people  
with very artificial spiritually. In those that all they see it with the egocentric mind.  
 
Parallelly with Anturia and the contact evacuation, the beings of the Final Trial, allied 
Ventzians  were also present. 
 
Who  are the Ventzians? Shortly I will tell you that they are celestial beings that 
belong to the Universal Law, they are species of pieces or delegates to prosecute 
the humanity directly, and in consequence to all stars. 
 
This organization forms it beings of diverse stars and galaxies, in each star there is 
stable Ventzianic that like it is logical, they remain camouflaged with the terrestrial 
ones, that  is very easy since diverse skin colors exist here, black, white, yellow, red, 
etc. In general they are near the area of the scientists, finding out their Machiavellian 
inventions that attempt against the universal balance (bombs nuclear, atomic etc.). 
This custody is given in the moment in that the earth was expelled of the cosmic 
order - sacred, to which belongs Jupiter, Venus, etc. They in the past prosecuted 
Sodoma and Gomorra (Genesis cap.18 and 19). But they don't act with prepotency, 
in general they meet with the missionary confederations, to notice them the 
lawyestics determinations. Their watchword is the preservation of the created it’s in 
original state. 
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These beings studied the psychology of the terrestrial sphere and they didn't find it 
capable for the evacuation, they exposed Yang Karey their plans to stop the process. 
This being governs Anturiagnus it demonstrated all his love for us, because 
Ventzianos had prosecuted Anturia and in this trial his physical father perished. 
 
Yang Karey allowed that I met with the Ventzianic delegation, I accepted and they 
summoned me to about 25 kilometers to the north of Magangué. It was for the day 
April 15, only some fifteen days of the previous contact had passed. It was near the 
hour tenth when it was in the exact place. I took myself the videotape recorder and a 
camera of fixed picture. 
 
I arrived to a property, a lady assisted me allowing me to rest, the humble lady Mrs. 
offers me some rice and a delicious serum, both were eating, three young children of 
her, ate inside the house she cooks, when suddenly she listens the unmistakable 
sound of a zeles, it was the Ventzianics, for those of the house, it was the wind. 
 
 I moved away from the table, the breeze whipped the treest, the powder of the earth 
rose, and they made thunders, I moved away from the table, I caught the 
videorecorder and indeed,  showed up the zeles, the antenna of the television  fell 
ostentatiously against the roof of the house, which was made of zinc, this made the 
lady to run toward the interior of her house, the dogs howled with fear. 
 
The  Ventzianic zeles seemed a crown in the giant expression. I made the filming at 
one time of three minutes, to the moment this apparatus rose getting lost in the 
space and everything returned to the calm. 
 
I returned to the cabin where I had a hammock, at third lunar hour listened the 
sublime voice of Kamika Amasshy that indicated me the place where I should meet 
with those of the final trial, this voice tranquilized me, it was not easy to dialogue with 
this class of beings that  belong to the celestial law (chess piece).  I Made the 
decision and I went to the place, they was waiting for me beside a well, beside the 
ship of crowns, enter by invitation (in sign) that made me one of them. 
 
I sat down on an oval seat semi hard, and the Ventzian Warrior sat down in a 
rhombus suspended by a spiral coil tube , we dialogue thoroughly on the contact 
evacuation, him looking for the form of stopping it. 
 
The reality is that this being is a seer, the things that it exposed me on the later 
denigrations or betrayals  that would show up in the group, have been completed 
mathematically, for me those prophecies were difficult to be completed, but it has not 
been this way. 
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This being synthesized the contact surrendering two messages, one for the group 
and another for the humanity. It could be the three of the dawn when I abandoned 
the cosmic ship to go to the cabin to meditate, some two hours had passed when I 
was able to communicate with Kamika Amasshy, and it guided me in relationship to 
the contact that just had, and she told me that the ship was still in the area. 
 
In the moment she said farewell, I grabbed the photographic camera and I went to 
the place where  the ship was, it had already dawned. It was in the summit of the hill, 
in the distance, took the first pictures, and I began the ascent as  ascended  took 
more pictures. 
To about twelve meters I took the last picture in earth, suddenly it was suspended 
going away heading for the exit of the sun; I succeeded in it photographing in the 
space. 
 
I returned to the cabin, I relaxed myself, and again listen the loving voice of Kamika 
Amasshy that told me : 
“You should have caution with those graphs, you will be attacked by the vundik 
forces  (egocentric) that are developed in all living being. More risks run with the 
continuous graphs (videotape) you should veil him, this ship type possesses a 
terrible atmosphere, and it will collapse with those who face to observe them, there 
will be an inversion of values in the psyche. 
 
In the time  that we believe convenient, we will contact you with a zeles of golden 
light and you will be able to present to the public, so that they are impregnated of 
her, although this is not required. 
 
Our regency Yang Karey, it is not flowing with these projections, because  this way is 
very easy that they accept the creator and us. 
All applicant should demonstrate with venusians actions  (of love), her intention of 
being integrated to us that will contact him in her time, but this is not easy. 
Believe in the Creator with the whole heart, and with all your psyche. Look for the 
perfection, and this it will take you to the exodus, toward the stars. 
The sublime light is yours. 
Neffing Ikkaly” 
 
I decided to veil the videotape, I understood the cosmonaut's wise words, and I use 
them as margin of my personal and spiritual projection. 
 
The great truth is that the final objective, and th e reason of being of the 
existence, is to conquer the fluency with our  inte rnal Christ (Budda, Krisna), 
Great Presence or Divine Soul , but this action is not possible, without transforming 
the range of defects that we load in our interior, for this reason it expressed the Great 
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sister Kamika Amasshy that this of being a contacted is not easy. It is obvious that 
the pictures, the communications, the unveiled wisdom, etc. They are positive 
margins, but we should not take it as something that defines our spiritual position, 
because in honor to the truth  I should affirm : 
If somebody begins dialogues,  has contacts, etc., and  is not awakened or 
Iluminated spiritually, before the law has not completed his mission in life . It not has 
fulfilled their mission in the earth, since for the Creative father, the important thing it 
is not that their children dialogue among themselves; the vital thing is the spiritual 
evolution . 
 
Each message that these beings give us through the Ark, they are vertical, and 
although they are in Spanish, it is made a little difficult to understand them, and it is 
that the wisdom or cosmic Divine science, are very different to the human one and in 
what a form. 
 
The ark, like it is erected in an hiperetheric coordinate those who have attended her, 
we give testimony of the mystic experiences that there one lives, although not all 
those that enter experiences  since everything  depends on the psychological state 
of each person. 

 
 

Chapter III 
 

After these contacts of seventh type, the group of Cartagena requested an ark and 
they approved it to them, it was built and it was activated the day August first 1993. 
Only for final of December of that year, they had the first communication. The 
following message was received the day 17 and 20 of Capricorn, at hour second 
Bohaz Femenignus (7p.m.). The first communications that they gave us were: 
 
“ Pasanna Ikkaly: 
Save, oh! Zendus warriors. 
 Girdania rose opens its petals so that all inhale its fragrance, cosmocreator aroma  
indicated in this age. 
Do not unlace a missional force, if your capacities are limited in the possible 
humagnus circle . 
Our venust regency , the same as Girdania, rose of the mud, there it grew the thorns 
they constitute an external graph for the interior one. Neffing Ikkally 
 
Question: Brother Markoth Karl, we request the communication with the teacher San 
Germain. .... 
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 Answers: The Zen deity Germainth,  has embodied  the sound Tum, uniting to the 
Acirfanic cause. For their triple expression, the same vibrations are required that 
requested them, as much as possible 108 of the  same sound fluency. Their 
condition can guide them in the planes of the conscience. Inform  of your inquire in 
the camera Duet Mark 18, ubiquity 67,  theocratic Regency of Acirfa. 
 
Q: Regent Markoth Karl, we request construction principles for the ark of the city of 
Barranquilla and for the present : 
 
C: To stabilize the present ark, should be hermetized in permanency with venust 
odoriferous . Purifying it the first day of the week. Complete this action, and project 
your help. The ark will remain activated by three hours, in which we will have present 
the individual help.” 
 
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly. 
Save, initiate warriors. 
Our sonorous fluency, is to invite you to the weddings of Zendhus and Girdania. 
The crognuslogy is in 270 terrestrial microturns. Greet the guardians of the temple 
with the rigor Vau, rigor Has. 
The creative understanding and the restructuring of your dress, they constitute  the 
somatized essence . 
Do not try to attend with the dress that you possess. To the weddings should attend 
diáphagnus and contemplative. 
Neffing Ikkaly. 
 
P: Hermagnhu Markoth Karl, we request it confirms us the filming from a videotape 
to your ships. 
C: The engaged contact, will be given when assuming your structure, 49 vibratorials 
levels. 
Be careful, you have entered to the venust initiation , indirectly the human facets 
betray you, and they gave you in the hands of the terrestrial Pharaoh. 
The denigration is present who operates directly, will give render at once. 
 
P: Hermagnhu Markoth Karl, is possible some communications from Leticia, since 
there  are building a ark? 
C: Starting from four turns, unit, in continuous regencies, a stellar year, we will flow in 
this ark. 
Intone the sound O now to amplify the ark and to purify it. 

 
Neffing Ikkaly - Ikkaly Neffing” 
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The Great Brothers had promised to consecrate or to activate an ark in Leticia and 
another in Barranquilla. 
The members of the group in Leticia, informed us that it was ready, and in the middle 
of spring (Marzo19 1994) equinox , it was  given life, this message  was received : 
 
 
 
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly. 
Save. 
Projection to the base 42, to activate the present ark, don't stop your march  annex it 
kabirik (Christic) values , the venust fruits will harvest and you will be able to 
distribute yours. Neffing Ikkaly. 
 
Q: Greater Brothers, we request parameters  to continue the mission here in Leticia. 
A: The present ark, it will be activated from the third hour , until the hour octave, solar 
and lunar. 
The studies carried out in the psychosomatic spheres, will be surrender from where it 
can be invoked. Be sure in the present ark the entrance of seventy beings, before 
the theokratic regency  of Libra to this way  open the way to the visual fluency, 
subsequently to the human corporal fluency. 
Neffing Ikkaly 
 
Q: Brothers here the frater  A. Callejas will speak to you. 
 Markoth Karl, I  ask you with humility. For our communications in the ark without the 
brother's  Adhe Castro presence?  (I said I supported this question). 
 
C: In each base, human suitable Souls will be erected, to guide the  Ark registration . 
We will communicate with each base when it is required. 
All contact is based in the cubic angular stone. The present fluency should be 
increased, assume the ark at suitable level, the four  station points with venust 
odoriferous fluency . 
The purification will be given every seventy hours and we will flow in the  theocratic 
regency of Taurus. 
Evacuate the ark. 
Your priestess will direct Canden Nik Lux. The requesting brothers will direct the 
present ark, evacuate, and now arhat Guru intones the sound Wuu, to suspend the 
Graff. 
Neffing Ikkaly Ikkaly Neffing.” 
 
In the base 9 (Medellín) showed up difficulties for the construction of Ark, this took 
me to request an orientation to achieve the communications at a group level . These 
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beings assume to the grade required by the humanity, and in this opportunity 
unveiled the psycotronic Graff . It is  a complex piece of 49 cm. of longitude for 33 
of latitude, with three condensers and twelve imams distributed geometrically for the 
fluency. 
They have promised us to communicate with us through this apparatus and with the 
help of a solar elementary vegetable. 
 
Parallelly with this Graff, the ark of the base 12 (Barranquilla), and the day it was 
built April 18 they gave it life. 
We required of a communication to request on the situation of the ark  bases 29, 
since this  had been absorbed by a cosmic void and they were not possible the 
communications. In the consecration they gave us the following message : 
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly 
Deu Save Ki. 
- Save, Markoth Karl, here the mystics greet you. 
A: Projection arkus patrus to 2700 kilometers. The bird rises, supported in the cane 
of the base 12, heighten the values that arrive to her; otherwise, your spiritual food 
will be extracted of the physical residuals. 
Neffing Ikkaly 
 
Q: Brother Markoth Karl, we request an orientation for the base 12. 
C: We will flow from this moment with the  active present ark, it will develop the  
Acirfan energy, from the hour third solar, to third lunar hour. Each atomic cycle that 
you allow to lose, regrets it again Zion-Gnus. 
Intone the sound Uuu, to stabilize the ark, and to activate it. 
-Uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 
*Be stopped. Kala Veng Boodhy. 
 
Q: We request help on behalf of the base 29, since the ark isn in an etheric void. 
 
A: Understand now and always the times of terrestrial help. The confederation Phem 
Moy Yet, in action of the universal geometry, configured the ark, and the God gave it 
a soul. Their sonorous expression is Lak-Zer, the dynastic evolution it has taken it to 
expand, now, 12 forces constitute it. 
Each ark possesses a force or Soul, which observes each one of the human souls 
that go to her. 
The base 29 were attended by Ken Zeddha–. 
Neffing Ikkaly. 
 
P: Hermagnhu Markoth Karl, please facilitate us, the sound or the beings' of the 
other arks name. 
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C: The base 42 are favored by Ers-Roger. The base 17, their high command belongs 
to María Iky, which is in desistence action for these times. The present bases is 
projected by Tri Deyorad. 
Meditate on this position, it corresponds you  all the base 29 , build another ark with 
having diminutive measures, and use one of the twelve forces, before the final 
regency of Yemeni (Gemini) 
Neffing Ikkaly Ikkaly Neffing. 
In the eternity. 
Intone the sound O, to suspend the Graff.” 
 
 
And well brothers, we hope what I have narrated been understood in their total 
expression. The field is open for the restlessness and questions. 
 
P: Did you say that in the first contact you kneeled in a sacred place, the earth is not 
all sacred  a one? 
C: It is obvious that, but the earth has vortexes or centers canalization 
hiperenergétics. These places are known as coordinates. For this reason  Jehová 
told to Moses: “take off the sandals because the place that was stepping is sacred 
earth ¨,  spoke to him from a bramble that burned and  didn't waste away. Not it 
could waste away because and it was not a plant or tree, this burning bramble it was 
a cosmic ship that seemed a bramble for their splendor. 
 
P: What is that  Acirfa is your spiritual germ and for that reason they did take you 
there? 
C: All living being has his origin in a certain star. My origin is Acirfa and I was taken 
there for the coalition with my internal state or Divine Soul. We all are extraterrestrial, 
that is definitive. 
 
P: Did you speak to us of some oblique streets that  can you tell us of their 
housings? 
C: The streets don't have corners, they are octagonal or oblique. Their buildings are 
of a maximum height seven meters, they build them with a material weight plastic, 
but of a great resistance, and in general, they are oval. Not they are very high, not 
because they cannot build them, but because there are a mathematically controlled 
quantity of the inhabitants. Acirfa that is the capital has an organized population of 27 
thousand inhabitants, and the whole sphere has 57 bases or cities. 
 
P: Are there children, schools and organizations the same as here? 
C: The children are not born daily, when it will embody a soul, the celestial  law  
chooses the couple and they announce them such an incarnation. They are not had 
secretly but when they are really required. The couple gets ready according to the 
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ray or vocation of Soul to be embodied. The government takes charge of the 
education, the one which, it is not in years, because they dominate what is the 
psychotrónic, deeply and they transmit  the education or suitable profession through 
the cerebral cells. 
 
P: Do jails, cemeteries and places like this exist .? 
C: Not there are jails, because the education is psychological, and who forces to 
infringe the laws it is the ego, and this only  has a soul action in the human being. 
Not there are hospitals, there they don't get sick, since they live covered by the 
nature, their feeding is exact and they preserve the celestial laws, when somebody 
will abandon its physical body, it is because  has already fused with its Great 
Presence, and when makes it, they don't bury its body, but rather they place it in  a 
mesh  with orichalmuch , to disintegrate it. 
 
P: Why they call anigood to the animal?  
C: They don't call it anigood because the phonology changes in there constelational 
order . This was an agreement that we made at level of verbal purification. We use 
the sound GOOD (bien)  instead of the Bad (mal) sound (remember its spanish), to 
ascend instead of lowering. For example  the words: animal (in English any word 
that has bad or lie) etc. 
 
P: Do other groups that communicate with extraterrestrial through the ark exists? 
C: No. The ark of the alliance is the humanity's spiritual patrimony, but only it has 
been unveild to us through the  Zigk science, and only we are expanding the 
teaching and the arks in Colombia. 
 
P: Why is Yang Karey  helping  the evacuation plan being of so far? 
C: A thousands of years ago the Ventzians  made  the trial corresponding to the 
constellation Anturia, the defenders counterattacked, there the physical father of 
Yang Karey perished, they began an exodus with her ship of 3.600 diameter meters, 
more a select crew. They visited several stars, looking for one that was coupled to 
their system of life this way  they immigrated to the earth, the terrestrial inhabitants 
(of that time) offered  a great hospitality, because in that time earth humanity had 
Greater spirituality. When the wars ceased, returned to Anturia again. Its presence in 
the earth is in fact because our the time of spiritual preparation is up and Ventzians 
they have planned the trial, but as we don't have emigration ships, this Great being is 
lent it  to help us with the transportation to other spheres while  the terrestrial 
purification hecatomb goes. 
 
P: Can you read us the message that Ventzians sent to the humanity? 
R: With the greatest sincerity, since all the inhabitants of the earth should know it: 
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“  Opaque light  to the terrestrial inhumanity. 
The cycles have closed. 
The parallel lines of the human life decline. 
 The spiritual leaders know it. But they don't do something. 
The stellar terrestrial light is without light, and now, the final trial, falls in life on you. 
They were given the chonological time for their perfection but they were not erected. 
All have tramped our laws, eternal and irrefutable, in the living expression of your 
faulty aspects, they have blinded them, but, now you will give render. 
Each one will receive according to their expressions, previous and present. 
We will enter in final trial starting from the day 22 of Taurus. We will contain to those 
more nearer, to those that form cross and triangular projection. The trip is weighed, 
but of easy load. The relationship Creator-humagnus it has been obstructed by this 
last. 
The sheep rose of their nap, and the wolves occupy their place now. 
The grade of involución  and the creator's retirement  that the human being is, are so 
extreme that he won't be able to understand our messages, but even so, the final 
trial will be given. 
Those that are in cross, will be purified by the interior fire of your same sphere in 
projection with your projective Father. 
As merciful aspect, we give the parallel  with our location : 
Only the physical and spiritual transformation will be able to balance your life, but it 
won't be in the terrestrial cortex. 
If in the crazy career of destroying your star, they end up touching limited areas of 
the atmosphere, like they have made with the kingdom and elements that constitute 
him, the earth it would rotate in another position for the 6.700 parts in that it would be 
divided. 
 

 Ventzianic Delegation –Ventmarignosoreck. 
The Final Trial ” 
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One can deduce from the message if the terrestrial beings persist with the 
construction and detonation of bombs of great scale as the nuclear or atomic, these 
beings Ventzians won't allow that we destroy the Earth, they would punish the 
humanity like  in Sodoma and Gomorra. It is outstanding to say that already this 
happened in this solar system in a star called Humagnolia, where it reigned the wars 
and the wickedness (as in ours) they made  them the same warning and they made 
remiss case giving to place a war between them and Ventzianics, the result was that 
these last deposited 67 fazz ( vibratorials bombs) that disintegrated Humagnolia 
giving what is known today like belt of asteroids. 

 
P: Why don't those messages that are received in the ark aren’t mostly 
understandable? 
R: The Anturian language type , belongs to the verb of the solar stars that  are 
favored by the divine central sun. They are beings that have overcome this spiritual 
stage in that we are. 
Their vibratorials duplicate and even triplicate ours, for this reason a difficult point is 
to understand them. It happens equally in the Bible or sacred writings that was 
written by illuminated beings with good vibratorials levels, and if to the moment to 
read it, we are not syntonized with the writer's spiritual level, you understands it to 
their pleasure (opinion), it distorts it and it is deceived, the same and  who “guides”. 
For that reason the terrestrial sphere is full with beliefs, churches, dogmas, etc. 
 
P: If all the extraterrestial are spiritual, why are there stories of deaths caused by 
these beings? 
R: We have NOT  said that all are spiritual . We refer those coming from the 
constellation of Anturia, Pegassus, Acirfa  and others that belong to the divine 
central  suns. 
Beings that inhabit far from the spiritual suns, also exist and to these it doesn't 
interest them the divine part, their advances are projected at technological level. 
They have visited the earth and they have made demonstrations, among them we 
have to the blackout of New York. The traveling animals have also proliferated, 
which were trained technically by their superiors, learned how to manage the 
different graff. They stole the ships and nowadays they travel for the universe in 
search of increasing their capacities. 
 
P: Are all the ships same in the technical part? 
R: Everything depends on the area or bases of production. Some travel with 
Bhalassa (this it is kind of a combustible synthesis), other they are processed with 
solar energy and the power stations travel with cellular but well-known energy as 
psychic energy. 
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The animalistics beings  that I mentioned previously, inverted the graff of psychic 
energy and they load their condensers with subjective energy, which condense in the 
stars that belong at our spiritual level, place their condensers in the etheric part of 
the stadiums, and they take advantage of the subjective energy that exteriorize the 
assistants, either in the moment in that enters a goal, or when they give a good blow 
to a boxer. 
 
P: Many of the contacts that we listen in these times can be hallucinations? 
R: Yes, it is certain that some people have been dreaming or another thing, that 
which they take with seriousness and they rush to speak of the phenomenon. We 
explain the life of the Greater Brothers because we possess pictures and recordings 
to demonstrate it,  a camera or recorder can not suffer of hallucinations. 
 
P: Who will they evacuate? 
R: It will be evacuated all that that achieves the vibrational level with which arrived to 
the earth that is of 33.07. Not caring their beleives or religion, race or nationality. This 
is because the levitation ray  syntonizes with this level and it will absorb everybody 
who it possesses it in the moment of the evacuation.(in the moment of the terrestrial 
cataclysm)  
 
It is necessary to say that this of the evacuation corresponds beings that are in 
process of ericcion and awakening is been, that is to say in a progress spiritual 
notable for that reason the Bible calls it the chosen ones,  this evacuation only 
will be given in the moment of the end, and not bef ore as many seek , since it is 
not about to travel or to carry out a walk but of preserving the humanity that will begin 
the following race, later to the purification of the earth.  
 
They really exist thirteen bases that they will receive the Creator's blessing, but an 
Universal Tridenthus exists, formed by Mexico, Colombia and Argentina. In the 
hierarchical order at level of bases, from the point of view vibratorial, they are 
organized this way: 
 
XOCHIMILCO (Mexico) 
CLOTOSSY (Mexico) 
EASTER (Chile) 
CUZCO (Peru) 
MIRIBIA (Islands Caribbean) 
SALEN (Argentina) 
MAGANGUE (Colombia) 
KURIAGA (Bolivia) 
MARTINGALE (Costa Rica) 
BELIZE (Guatemala) 
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BELEM (Brazil) 
GUARANAI (Venezuela) 
SAWWA (Brazil) 
 
In these bases or cities, they exist coordinated that they syntonize with the 
vibratoriales GRAFF of the confederation Anturia, and they are the sources or 
magnetic chacras that have worked as fields to balance before the etheric order of 
Center and South America from very old times. As it is natural in all the countries of 
the world there will be evacuation, they will be attended by other confederations (At 
the moment that is to say 1999-04-16, there are six that helps  the earth, among 
which Pegassus and Anturia are) 
These confederations are already contacting to their psychic arks (people) that for 
some time come preparing. 
 
This of the evacuation and contacts are of much care, since they exist beings of light 
(spiritual) they not only exist but rather those of low spirituality or low vibrations also 
exist that doesn't interest them the life, but taking advantage of the human being 
extracting their semen or ova for experiments etc. This warning is for those people 
that its goal in the life is to board a ship, or to be contacted. For that reason we  DO 
NOT in this institution or group  look  to board ships or to see extraterrestrial. What 
interests us it is to progress spiritually. 
 
P: Why Luk Splendor said that won't be able to enter the ark those that go against its 
sexual part ? 
C: The sexual organs are a principle of life they are sacred. 
In the book of Deuteronomy Cap. 23, verse1 says: “Not  will enter in the 
congregation of Jehová who  have mangled their sexual organs”. However, the 
Greater Brothers have given keys to the women to fortify their trumpets in the etheric 
part, the same thing to the men that had made the crime of intersecting the 
spermatic conduits or the call vasectomy, because the materialistic scientists will be 
able to cut or to destroy the trumpets in the physical part, but not in the etheric 
configuration. 
 
Next we will transcribe some of the communications faithfully but vital so that the 
humanity understands the current situation of our world and her relationship with the 
celestial worlds. 
 
Obtained communication the day 9 Capricorn year 33 of Akuario (1994)  
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly. 
Hear human and spiritual fraternity, cosmic order Zigk. Does the sacred forge remain 
closed, were you given the permission and the auspice to open it, until when you will 
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observe it eternally? The missions that we have commended, have returned to their 
habitations, they have happened inadvertent before this people, the hope of the  
Anturian and Acirfan delegation. This is the delegation Kamika Amasshy: to guide 
now to the human feminine soul, number yourselves. ....We clarify two concerns 
(questions). 
 
P: We request a communication in the vase 405, for  misional expansion. 
R: Listen all; you conquer the liberation of the avatar Zigk Gnanak, that which 
humanly is not proyective, use your soul and your heart,  don't think it, use it, only 
this way, the communications will be made feel in the suitable moment; we have 
determined to use what you have called radio stations and television to make feeour 
presencel. It will be made in the moment of the end and directly. 
 
Om in the eternity ” 
 
Comunicación in the base 29 the day 11 of Aries, year 33 of Akuario. 
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly. 
Ki Saves Dheu 
 
All: Save oh! Markoth Karl, qui moritori misticum  salutes you. 
 
R: Save. The Kyries, they have entered to the terrestrial atmosphere in the 
understood regency of the day 27 of Pisces, at the 18 of Aries, the phase has 
developed the relative cosmic continuity. 
The arkontes, the golden eagles, Fales and Eleison, they have entered in definitive 
form to discipline theirs , part of these today are in this human organization. Neffing 
Ikkaly. 
 
P: Are there Sisters that require to dialogue with Kamika Amasshy, this promise  is 
effective? 
R: All that promised has cosmic stability, theokrática and lawyístic, the projections 
change when the human deviates them. The siblings that require orientation 
Kamikasshy, will send their sounds for ethereal projection. Dheu save Zigk Gnanak it 
will guide them the entrance, understand and value the comings of Dheu Zigk 
Gnanak to the earth, take advantage of its presence with origin projections septenary 
or trio. 
 
P: We request your blessing, since we are in what we call the Sacred Week. 
R: Lift your arms in the highest , Dheu, Kal, Rhis, Enga, Yen, Vesz, Tao, Kom, Niw, 
all. Theokratic Cosmic has your children here, flow with them, they were lost and 
now they have valued its presence. Swania Cristus says they come, Blessing (Ven 
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digo in Spanish), so that you are illuminated, sacrificed and glorified. It is in the 
eternity. Save. 
Fluency in all the terrestrial bases, projection Regencial Woolagnhú earth uragnhus. 
Intone the sound AA to suspend the graff. 
 
 

Communication obtained in the vase 17, the day 9 of Virgo, year 33 of Akuario 
 

Markoth Karl: “Pasanna Ikkaly 
R: Pasanna Ikkaly 
Markoth Karl: Save, oh! Human souls, kneel. 
You that look for the light, understand  the darkness. Arm the geometry of the 
universe. That the triangles and circuls integrate your shield. 
 The regency continues, it is the last. If you don't complete the orientations, it is 
because it doesn't interest you. 

Neffing Ikkaly 
 

Communication Domingo 19 of sept. 1994 
 
Markoth Karl: “Passana Ikkaly 
Our location is to the nor-occident of this base. Listen to your universal nature with 
your third ear, listen. 
YONIFAL greets the children of the third sun for the first time. An objective people 
was erected that takes the guide of the children of the fourth sun. You are the 
children of the fifth sun, you are receiving the sacred projection of PHEM MOY YET. 
The water given amid the desert shall not be wasted, since each drop discard  falls 
to the earth it will evolve to Vudkleems (  disastrous force). 
 
The sister Vajratawa YANG KAREY will be with you in the moment: 
 
Pasanna Ikkaly. Salutation children, I have not forgotten you. My visit to Pegassus 
and the  arks graff  allows us to observe you, step firm. 
The children of the sun, the lightings are present, indicating that the storm is close.                                              
Neffing Ikkaly 
 

Communication in the vase 29, 1995 
 

Markoth Karl: “Pasanna Ikkaly 
 
Descensus tierrus,  lawyísticum order, fluency Anturia, Earth, for the exhalation of 
the sacred arks , amid the  subjective atmosfericum disorder, we close a cycle, it is 
not the last, you should understand that all that  is happened,  is in you. 
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He asks:  the Christ's participation, it will be in the evacuation? The second coming? 
 
Markoth Karl: The first of the seven sacred books that  have come to the world earth 
that you call the Bible, were written in tenth and 23 channels of sound order, your 
ascensus (understanding) is able to arrive from tertiary grades to grades 
septenarius. 
 
The earth savior, will command the celestial evacuation, of the seven missional 
federations of the universe. 
All the federations will be preserved. 
The earth humanity  will be able to see him, in your organism you will also see the 
evacuation, if you don't observe the interior apparition in any projection , you will be 
able to observe  it in the external sky. 
MISTERIUS 13, KALAMETH 43  
Neffing Ikkaly 
 
 
After  many communications with the being Markoth Karl, we find out that he is a  
Lawyístic judge (hypersublime grade denominated Arkonte) and that he mediated for 
us before the celestial law, in lasttimes  the Sacred Celestial law sent some discipline 
codes for the whole humanity. They were given by their representative the Glorious 
Arkonte Markoth Karl: 
 
 Communication obtained the day 8 of Taurus (April 26/97) 
 
“Pasanna Ikkaly 
Listen people what manifests the universes Leyísticum to you, it is your heart who 
will listen, because if you listen to it with your Mind, it will be then the end of your 
times. 
Prove or approve people. Arhat ZigkNandus proves or approve each code: 
 
ONE: You will keep the day of rest every seven days. This will be for glorification of 
your soul. 
P:  Great Arkonte the day is Saturday or another day? 
R: Choose a day of your septenarius states  and  this you will glorify. 
 
DOS: Not you will  adore figures or effigies. Project your imagination and to feel 
toward your celestial presence, this it is the creator's image. 
 
THREE: You will clean in each Sun all your body, including vestments, especially the 
sexus area to dissolve the circumcision. 
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FOUR: Starting from this day of your goods, those that arrive to you for grace, will be 
divided in 17 parts, each one of these parts use them in your lives, for the ministerius 
Zigk Earth use a part. 
 
FIVE: Because you are not owners of your bodies, you won't cut at least a hair of 
this. 
P: Great Arkonte and the siblings that are hindered to complete for their physical 
works? 
C: Replace this principle for energy suplementum. It is. 
 
SIX: Not participated in congregations or sacred occupations who  has distortion of 
the area sexus. 
P: Great Arkonte and the brothers that have been carried out surgical 
interventions?(Vasectomy, bond or to cut the trumpets) 
C: Keys that you possess of genetical restructuring  through the arks exist. It is 
 
SEVEN: You will measure the disastrous sentences that your verb manifests, 
specially in this area. 
 
EIGHT: You will locate yourselves in a spiritual, only single path you will have this 
way the Celestial auspice of the doctrinal rays. 
 
NINE: You will ascend a point of  a hundred  order vibratorials, you will make it in 
each sun. 
 
TEN: Those who externalize for some circumstance more than 7 cc. Of the order 
liquids séminis sacrus (fornication and ejaculation, orgasm ) it will be moved 
away from the order Zigk Universus. If  insists the desencarnación it will come to 
him. 
 
ELEVEN: You will preach this Gospel to a being in conversion, it will be made by 
each lunar regency. 
 
TWELVE: You will make sacrifice of dissected grass and aromas  in Holocaust in 
temple and Arks 
 
THIRTEEN: Not you will consume fatty, neither blood, even less in the day of rest. 
P: Dear Markoth in another day  one can? 
C: Organize your feeding, conquer the pragnus. 
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FORTEEN: There will be an entrance to the sacred area and only will enter bare 
footed or with wearing fluibles shoes . 
 
FIFTEEN: All iniciated  will be anoited and orderd with 5 cc of Luzelikum oil , equally 
those in action. 
 
SIXTEEN: Your to dress will have relationship in 70%.(color of clothes) 
 
SEVENTEEN: The people organizes assemblies for the blessing Creator-people . 
 
EIGHTEEN: Each one of you will carry a singular number of contact and only will 
receive  a mission when is ready to complete it. 
 
Moments of via cruxis are coming for the medicinal priesthood by incomplete 
mission. Of equal  forms for those that attempt against their physical temple  
ingesting drinks in alcohol and For those that use the lie , rejecting the Creative 
Father. 
Sons the grace of Celestial Arkontade continues with you for always in the eternity. 
OM IS. 
Arhat ZigkNandus remains minutes in Arks for seeing the develación. Intone the 
sound O  to suspend the Graff. 
 

Neffing Ikkaly Ikkaly Neffing. 
 

 
We know that many of the people that have been interested in the group, are 
because and they think that some day they will travel in UFOs or to know the Great 
Brothers personally . We want to clarify that this is not so easy, our humanity day by 
day, makes disastrous actions, against the life, against the creation, against istself. 
These actions impede their spiritual evolution.  For a contact of seventh type with the 
white fraternity  is required spiritual disciplines as well as to go up the grades of the 
soul and have the full security that if you or who is it arrives at that level, it will no 
longer aspire to the contact because  will have the contact with its internal God that 
is the important thing. Reason why the visit and the help of the Great Siblings is in 
fact  to guide us to the Spiritual liberation. 
 
When it was given the public the codes given by the law of God, a lot of people that 
didn't have spiritual intentions retired. At the moment  the people that are in the 
group are after our celestial Soul incarnation (Christus, Budda.,Krisna ) 
 
The last communication was received the day 27 of Libra year 36 of Akuario 
(Oct./97): 
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Markoth Karl: 
” Pasanna Ikkaly 
 
The singing of the terrestrial birds accompanied the present fluency. Different stars 
are moved to the knowledge that the star earth  is being  guided. For some the earth 
was already purified, for other it is in the action of Cristificación. Very few they know 
the reality about what is happening.  
From these moments the theokratic regency  of Wulagnú enters to flow with Annivid  
and this essence that  speaks to you will isolate,  until you allow that the wave arrives 
to the periphery in the same magnitude like he originates in the nucleus. Until 
another sun, Sons of the sexus sun. Neffing Ikkaly. 
P: Sacred Brother how the earth is going to pass to the hyperspace and with who the 
continuity of the communications will be? 
C: The hyperspace and the luminous fountain will allow that TUM and GNUS 
communicate with you. They will pass diverse suns so that it happens at a group 
level , in the singular thing you will listen the sounds and the messages. If you don't 
wake up you will be deceived by false messengers by false prophecies. The 
lawyísticum being MELIAN-SES will be in future regencies with the people 
. 
Question of Adhé Jesús Castro: I please request that it is chosen  another brother for 
the continuity of the communications, this for diverse conflicts that I have had in the 
group. And could you  also tell us What mission has the Dharmarajás for these 
times? 
 
C: Oh! Arhat, you don't understand  the triangles and the hexagons. But we 
understand your words, the current determination will dilate a little more the two 
future communications in this Ark. 
Have present that while your imagination this in harmony with the sacred infinity, 
your vision will be in Anturia, Wulagnú and Acirfa. 
 
Dharmarajás is called to organize in the space to Humagnolia like fundamental part 
of this system, contribute all to the bringing up of the  Dharmarajás. 
Intone the sound O to suspend the graff. 

 
Neffing Ikkaly Ikkaly Neffing. 
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I DIALOGUE WITH A COSMONAUT 
 

P - Our ships are able to travel similar to those of yours? 
C: If we link one of your ships to ours, traveling to formal speed, when we arrive to 
Woolagnhú, they would not be material rakes of this, it would not resist the speed 
disintegrating in the hyperspace. 
P - With what metal do they build the ships? 
C: According to the objective, but all are coated with ORICHALMUCH that protects 
them and helps to resist any speed. 
P - Do accidents Happen in the space? 
C: Not In any phass. Before leaving to the objective we locate in Hyperspace Graff, 
the tunnel or empty coordinate, we submerge traveling to any speed anywhere 
around. 
P - With which energy travels these ships? 
C: Everything depends on the area or bases of production. They work with 
BHALASSA, with a tube of five cm. We can travel for twelve hours, enough to travel 
to our bases here and to return to our origin. Others travel with solar energy and the 
most sensitive with cellular or psychic energy. 
 
P - How big is your planet and their inhabitants?  
C: Our star is sixty two percent integral earth, A balanced area of 17 millions 312mil 
square kilometers. With an orderly population of 1 million 150 thousand inhabitants, 
in fifty six bases. 
 
P – Are they All spiritual, that is to say without psychological defects? 
C: Not we are teachers of perfections, we look for the perfection. 68% if we look for 
the perfection openly. 17 impartial% and the rest are opaque invibracionals, but the 
technical and other states, they are directed by the  Theokrátical guides. 
 
P - Is  the day and the night the same as here? 
C: For cosmic law, to all star it corresponds  a balance between the day and the 
night. In most of the bases we possess cosmic reflectors that allow greater solar  
illumination. In Boolagnhú there is 75%  of day.  
 
P - Do they consider  the earth like a primitive planet? 
C: The inhabitants of the earth in other times have had advances, but the natural 
unfavorable changes have put an end to them. From our angle we classify to the 
planets in 24 levels, locating to the earth in the camera 13. In stars like ORMHEDHA, 
not yet the wheel is known, it is more primitive. 
 
P - Why do we age prematurely and do we perish? 
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C: The lack of knowledge is the main enemy. In your organism an opaque virus 
exists, of the type UNSHINAS, indetectable for your primitive apparatuses, this it 
absorbs the vital fluid of the neurons and sanguine system, even showing up the 
premature disintegration before the physical death. 
 
P - Can we eradicate that parasite? 
They exist antivirus that not alone they eradicate it but rather they revitalize your 
organism. Everyone evacuated will be subjected to this preparation, to be able to 
conserve your body for about 700 terrestrial years. 
 
P – What can you tell us on our origin and the seven days of the Creation? 
C:  They were seven days, but not in series. To one day and another passed 
hundred of years and also...  
 
They are really many questions and  answers, but unfortunately the spaces don't 
give margin to give them once and for all to the humanity, these they will be given 
later on... 
 
 Based in the above-mentioned  we clarify : 

 
HYPERSPACE 

 
A not very common word but that it contains the synthesis of the existence 
In general all that is made had a planning, with the result that the elders had like four 
basic pillars  for the development of  life. These pillars are: the philosophy, the 
science, the mystic and the art. The philosophy is who determines the created, that 
is to say,  thinks - i imagines (here has space that axiom or celebrated sentence of 
René Descartes, I think and then I exist), the science investigates, the mystic 
Christifies and it provides the continuity of purposes, and lastly the art creates. 
 
In the nature we have seven basic dimensions, we want to also make mention to the 
sixth dimension or theophanic world  (causal plane) or called space. The hyperspace 
is the sublime and mystic part of the space,  only that  it is “binded” to all the 
dimensions, this means that each dimension or object –including the human being - 
it possesses  hyperspace. 
The scientists in their investigations that go in development, affirmed that the matter, 
when being divided , the object was internally incomplete, later  is discovered that 
the molecule even tiny it possesses principles similar to those of a mass or mass in 
power, and further on, the atom that was considered the most tiny  part  in that you 
could divide the matter, it also possesses the same qualities and it structures. But 
the scientific investigation continues, the atom, if we divide it, looking for the 
molecular maximum internment, we meet with the quartz that the was also believed 
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most tiny. But the investigation continues and today it is known that the quartz is the 
synthesis of 24 pigh –pigmentation -, 12 of matter and 12 of antimatter, that 
antimatter is not another thing that the base or space, the one that unquestionably 
will give step to the HYPERSPACE. 
 
Some metaphysicians believe that the hyperspace is the fourth dimension, however 
a bullet  shot can cross to the hyperspace but not to the fourth dimension, the objects 
or a ship specifically can enter accidentally to the hyperspace, but it stops its 
conduction , it is required of conscience, this conscience is not necessarily shown in 
the fourth dimension or astral plan since is an –astral inferior world of desires -, a 
ship can enter to the earth with the same velocity, only that the it enters in that 
hyperspace region of the earth that is not another thing that the second and first 
dimension. 
 
In the same that the television first it was invented in white and black, the law of the 
evolution took to the scientists to invent the television in color, likewise when 
navigating for the space, we will end up discovering the hyperspace. To enter in him 
it is required of an instigator, kind of a “spring” or mechanism that it impels the 
apparatus to that magic area of the nature. The wise messages of the cosmos guide 
us: ¨one day the terrestrial ships will reach the hyperspace, and this will allow them 
to travel infinite distances, they will learn this way that the time and the space 
overcome and they are collapsed one inside the other one and they become unified. 
The hyperspace is full with danger, the dilation of the time among them with the 
speed, the mass of the ship expands until being destroyed, many travelers got lost 
and they died, for you it won't be easy”. 
 
What this cosmonaut guides when saying that time and space overcomes and they 
are collapsed one inside the other one and it becomes unified it is the precise key so 
that the scientists discover what they yearn, that wonderful road that would allow to 
travel from an end to another of the earth or of the cosmos to the speed of the light. 
The hyperspace is full with tunnels, conduits that the navigator discovers and he 
goes into them, if it doesn't possess the form or the apparatus to enter in that tunnel, 
but logical it is that he gets lost and don't return more to the earth. Cases of magic 
disappearances are known without return. It is logical that a ship to travel for the 
hyperspace should be built of a material that resists the speed or friction. We have 
the physical space for which the airplanes travel, but there we have the abstract time 
and this it is the one that impels to the ship to enter in the hyperspace, it is in this 
part where the conscience is required. 
 
In electronics we study that the wave hertziana travels to a fantastic speed 
depending on the cycles hertz. We have this way that a.m. or modulated width , we 
find in the well-known scale as Kilohertz (Kilo: thousand). F.M. or modulated 
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frequency has more , Megahertz (Mega: million). To  a bigger quantity of cycles more 
clear or better it is the transmission (displacement) with the result that when we are 
listening a station in A.M., the lightnings enter in that quantity of wave (thousand) 
,that  doesn't happens with F.M. since they are elevating the wave level that is 
isolated of the physical part or natural visible phenomena, it is what but  comes 
closer to the hyperspace, for this reason there are not accidents in the hyperspace. 
 
In the metaphysics there are points that are crisscross and this makes some 
students to confuse them. 
When we turn off a candle,  where did the flame leaves? And her fine or wax? Not 
we can say that it leaves to the hyperspace or when the clothes dries off we cannot 
say that the water leaves  to the hyperspace , since it also exists before our eyes the 
state or area colloid. 
 
In synthesis we can say that the hyperspace is an energy area to the one that only 
we arrive when we syntonize with the energy Ki - instigator - together to an 
apparatus. 

 
A DIALOGUE WITH YANG KAREY 

 
Fiat Lux sister of the space I am favorable to the  
transcription: 
 
In agreement to reports of the confederational type vigilants  , in the earth there are 
hospitals for the inopaques (ignorance or darkness), jails where they contain those 
who make errors. They also possess cemeteries to deposit beings' bodies that have 
lost them and absurd and harmful many aspects, not only for you, but for the near 
systems. You are being participated of the universal knowledge and you can 
understand our statements. 
 
Q - Is that in your constellation jails,  hospitals, cemeteries  exist? 
C: All that existed in unimaginable times. When you arrives to a chronological end 
that body it is abandoned in will and it returns to their origin place through the 
hiperfricción or teledimensionality. 
The governments of the earth ignore that this it is a jail planet or star , of where they 
won't be able to leave until being had compliment the chronological facets 
determined by the theocratic confederations . 
In the times that we immigrate to the earth, what you call illness didn't exist. The 
physical decadence is direct or indirectly provoked by you. 
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P - Fíat Lux, according to what has beeb told, has indicated us each living being  has 
its origin constellation, does it mean this that all that that is evacuated will be taken to 
its origin place? 
C: It is not about a radical evacuation, it is a transitory time for a natural coercion. 
After the geologic and astronomical changes, those transported will be returned to 
fulfill the mission that were commended thousands of terrestrial years ago. With the 
difference that the spiritual human and psychic position, will be more transparent. But 
that is not everything, to achieve to be transported, they have to elevate your 
vibratorial level  at levels superiors. Who don't assume those levels (33.07) they will 
be isolated to the cameras of life that are below your feet. 
The days  come closer, the hour and the moment arrives in that will have to become 
visible for you and all the inhabitants of the planet. This action will cause the death to 
many people, those that are below the vibrational level of 26.92. They will die 
because they won't resist the level of our metallic vibration and ectoplásm. 
 Many  have been contacted and erecting , but they ignore it, since this action is 
given through the chronology called dream. All this received by merits odf the 
spiritual Sound (Great Presence, Divine Soul or internal Christ)  that projects to the 
physical (human soul) sound. 
Increase your unconditional help then, erect thyself and their fellow men. Not forget 
that our projects are linked to the Creative Father's laws and who doesn't get up, it 
will perish the same as many of ours in the time in that the  luminous path was victim 
of the  Ventzianics attacks. There were continuous wars especially in Hura, Yemen 
and Harbin. For the wars we emigrate, and for cosmic stability we arrive here. In this 
place there were Peace, Harmony, and Spirituality in fact we were very well received 
by you, they provided us the human and spiritual consultantship  the whole time that 
we remained here, which was of 49 Harbiniks days, it is equal to hundred of years in 
the earth, since every day is  370 Omeperseck and an Omeperseck represent it is 
equal to 13 terrestrial years. 
Today  are you who require cooperation, and we are here to compensate that 
benevolent action that you expressed.  
 
You don't possess ships to begin an exodus toward the stars, it is that non even 
possesses the hyperspace graff that allows  to detect  the coordinated for where they 
must travel. You ignore the dangers that exist in the universe. Neither  are enabled of 
a hyperspace instigator. The microimpulsores that you the terrestrial ones possess, 
they use them in the destructive weapons. 
 
P - Fíat Lux. As you  is explaining to me advanced aspects of technologies. What is 
the triangle of the Bermuda ? 
C: What you call Triangle of the Bermuda , corresponds a  Teledimensional Graff 
that was covered by the waters, and that it belonged to Atlantis like active center of 
objective cosmic experiments . It is about a Gibraltar with having hiperetheric 
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measures, as those of the ark of the communication. You ignore the capacities that h 
has the Ark, so much for the form, like for the measures. This Gibraltar has 70 
meters long, and 42 of wide and high. Is located in a magnetic bipolar quadrant, this 
at the same time is erected on 3 triangles or centripetal entrances. This only 
transports beings that possess a level bigger than 22.19, what you call plants or 
animals it cannot transport them. These species can be transported to the fourth 
dimension, by another Gibraltar of elementary vibration. This it is alternated with 
others. When Atlantis collapsed, it was programmed to be activated in these 
chronological times. It was built to carry out practices of cosmic type and to teach to 
the inhabitants of the earth. 

FIAT LUX 
 

 VIBRATORY LEVEL 
 

It is then notorious that the teachings of the universe correspond to the Christ's 
doctrine and that like it is logical it demands us to be in harmony with the universe. In 
previous messages we mentioned that to be able to climb the  soul states ( see 
author's:  blue book). It is required to be in balance in the soul, energy and physical 
body. All this gives an total energy that denominates vibratory level, and that it 
corresponds to the seven main centers of energy that we possess and that the 
Sanskrit ones called then chacras : 
 
Pituitary pineal–: 7.01 
Laryngeal: 3.01 
Heart: 7.01 
Lung: 3.01  33.07 
Solar plexus: 3.01 
Sexual: 7.01 
Coccís: 3.01  
 
Reason why the  vibratory level with which we arrive to this world is 33.07, but for the 
quantity of psychological defects that we possess, for the polluting feeding that we 
take and mainly for the fornication (ejaculation and orgasm), this level is diminished. 
Then the current humanity has a level average of 30.05 or 29.97. In these states it is 
impossible the fluency with the celestial and much less beings with the internal 
Christ.  Reason why the brothers of the space recommends us that we elevate our 
level at the 33.07 (pre - ericción ) and as from  there the  spiritual or soul ascent 
begins. 
 
Obviously knowing  our conditions, they have guided some practices that allow us to 
channel the energies of the universe and of the earth. Then the earth has energy 
centers also called chacras or vortexes that are channelers of electromagnetic forces 
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that arrive of the space (colloids) and that we can channel them toward our interior 
for our regeneration and vibratory evolution . But it is necessary to remember that the 
only thing that maintains our  vibratory level  is conserving our sexual energy (semen 
in the man and vitriolis in the woman) 
They have guided us a practice very old Sanskrit, like they are the runes and 
mamtralizaciones. 
 

 
 
 

 PRACTICES 
 

The Rune Hagal :  
It is practiced preferably in the dawn if not in the nights, it can be carried out in group 
or individually. It is practiced this way: 
Draws a circumference in the floor, of about 70 cm. Of diameter, locate you in the 
center, lifts the arms to the highest. With mystic sense it expresses a prayer to the 
prophet ––RaHoorKu (you can also carry out it with the sound of Christ) 
“Come,  come,  come, prophet of Hod, prophet of Ra-Hoor-Ku. Rejoice now and  
come in this instant toward our splendor (aura) and toward our loving delight. By your 
mediation we want to receive the help. Oh great prophet, you can conduct us 
(Inhale) ”deeply and it begins a right turn to left but slowy and concentrated possible. 
It imagines that the energies and vibrations in centripetal form that  arrive to the earth 
go into in you through the turns, these energies arrive in spiral form. In the turn you 
retain the air. 
When finishing the first turn, the arms should be in horizontal position, that is to say 
that you go them lowering as you rotate. 
( see drawing).  
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With the horizontal arms it inhales and it begins the second right turn to left retaining 
the air. When finishing the second turn the arms they are forming acute angle. Here 
you begin another turn retaining the air, the arms now play the thigh, then the angles 
getting up until being in the initial position to begin the second rune. 
To begin you can practice about fifteen minutes, these they go being prolonged until 
being able to assimilate a daily hour. 
 
Breathing Exercise :   Heels together, arms relaxed. You close the lids and you 
inhale, when making it you will go lifting the arms slowly with the palms of the hands 
down when arriving to the height of the shoulders, you lift the palms with the tips of 
the fingers up. Take them to the front and you will go them picking up toward the 
pectoral. To exhale the you will lower slowly until being in the initial position. 
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Vocalization or mamtralización : These exercises are objective and they are guided 
to develop our energy centers. In upward order, they are vocalized from S until I. The 
S it is vocalized on your knees, you lean back until being sat down in the heels, the 
hands should be hit forward to the front of the shoulders and their palms 
concentrated in the coxis, you inhale and you vocalize this way: Ssssssssssssss, 
you go getting up while you intone the vocalization,  being in your knees ,you lift the 
arms simultaneously as if you will fly. 
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M is vocalized on your knees with the extended arms toward the sides, you will move 
slowly toward before and back, increasing and diminishing the tone of the sound 
Mmmmmmmmm, deeply concentrated in the sexual area. 
 

 
 
 
 
The vowel A  is vocalized taking the right hand with the palm down to the height of 
the heart, and the left to the height of the solar plexus (in the women) . With the left 
hand to the height of the heart and the right to the solar  plexus (man). On your 
knees you intone Aaaaaaaaaaa. 
 
 
The vowel U  it is intoned uniting the index finger and thumb of both hands that form 
a triangle, take it to the height of the solar  plexus you concentrate on this center and 
Uuuuuuu vocalizes. 
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Now you vocalize the O, placing the hands on the pectoral. The women unite the 
palms of the hands and they take them to the center of the pectoral. Concentrated 
deeply in the center heart you intone vocal Oooooo. 
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The E it is intoned uniting the thumb, index and half finger, take them to each side of 
the throat, since here the Laryngeal chacra resides, and its regeneration is 
indispensable. You Intone Eeeeeeeeeeee. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Lastly you intone I. For it, locate you in position of squatting, that is to say, sat down 
on the heels separating your gluteus a little . The index fingers up, look to the front, 
you inhale and deeply concentrated in the pineal gland (crown) you intone the sound 
Iiiiiiiiiiiii. 
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When these sounds are intoned and  concentrates on the respective area the 
sanguine circulation  concentrates there, purifying and activating these centers 
 
All these exercises should be carried out in our houses. 
 
In these days of April of 1999 we have received messages, since we are before 
adverse events. Of these we want to share the following one given by the Theokratic 
Regent  of Faruhna:  
 
“You, living beings of the sphere earth, the objective of the confederations and 
central federations that we enter to the terrestrial atmosphere to contact you with 
Creative Father's permission, is  to guide them, to guide them in the celestial plan. 
You are in the beginnings of a new stage in your lives, bigger grade of understanding 
will bring you to near of our Universal God, they will allow you the effluviums that 
approach to channel the messages that the cosmic messengers gives to those who 
accept its presence, harmoniously and those that reject them, were prepared in code 
at a reflection level characteristic of the  Theocratic controls, all this corresponds to 
the genesis of the present times that are transformative. The Apocalypse is calling to 
the genesis and this has listened to  the call to begin the light stage. 
 
This majestic change is before your eyes, it requires for it to go by a cycle of 
manifestations that many call unfavorable, it is as if a visitor will announce you her 
arrival to your house, immediately you would clean it, only being the stones and 
destroying the garbages. The celestial order is projected to call his brethren, be 
attentive, watch over, because the external hearing is not good to listen the spiritual 
guide that will drive you to the age of the nascent sun. 
 
In each one of you are beings that represent the creator of the universe,  that is the 
image that you possess of God, it is that the energy and form, they cohabit with you 
but you don't perceive it, it is this the coalition that we look for when contacting you, a 
coalition that becomes intimate, an integration like beings that we live also the 
present days in a time, but we decided in our time, to transform entirely our  feel 
toward the creation and with it toward our fellow men, they finished this way the 
wars, hate and chaotic other points that we took with us, other worlds that didn't 
transform, they were transformed by the universal conscience. 
 
In you from the beginning KAMIKKA AMASSHY 
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HERCOLOBUS 
 
In the course of the messages that we have given up till now, we have not wanted to 
speak neither to deepen on the purification phenomena that it comes to the earth but 
rather we leave that you, kind reader, reach his own conclusions. But like theres little 
the time we are forced to at least to comment on the sphere Hercólobus, this it is a 
star that belongs to inferior cameras in the universe and that an orbit travels in the 
cosmos, in each cycle of those passes or  go by the earth, in fact it goes by 42 
spheres or planets that feed (energy and souls) to  him. Then it is that for these times 
it passes  again by the earth, this already was known since  Michel of Nostradamus  
prophesied him in one of“ his centuries:  
 In 1.999 the great king of the terror will come from the sky”. The objective of 
Hercólobus is to go by the earth, for forces of attraction and gravitation etc., it will 
cause the displacement of the terrestrial poles, this would bear to 
earthquakes,tsunamis, eruptions volcanic etc.  We simply transmit the message. The 
venerable Teacher Samael AUN Weor , founder of Gnosis in Colombia, and in the 
world,  also talked clearly about this planet and many of their followers proclaim this 
truth. 
 
As scientific of the esoterism or Christic metaphysics, we were given the opportunity 
to have a dialogue in the internal worlds with the soul of Hercólobus. ( Because yes, 
the man that is less than a world or planet, has soul and spirit, a star or sphere too. 
The earth has soul and we inhabit that terrestrial soul). 
With spirit that you verify the real message, we transcribe it faithfully, some passages 
will make  parenthesis with the respective explanation. 
 

 
 

DIALOGUE WITH HERCOLOBUS 
 

“The abandonment of the physical body (travel astral)  was directed by the instinctive 
body, locating me in a forest or area full with dissected cultivations. In the distance a 
field was seen without trees, only with grass, I arrived  there and bend a knee to 
earth, the sun was rising, if a question of time, it could be said that was 9am o'clock. 
In the place where I stopped the grass were withered, was an immense field. The 
sun went clouding over and  began to fall rain and an icy breeze ran from east to 
occident, it was temporary. Again shines the sun with intensity, like at 11am o'clock. 
It was the instinctive same body who made me feel that something came closer, a 
noise  made me turn looking for their origin, saw my shade before, this went 
disappearing at the time that  the sun declines. 
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Something was behind me, the intense energy that that something sprouted made 
me feel it, slowly I was listening voices or noises, it was intensified, they seemed 
voices similar to of the corridors, churches, etc. It gave the sensation or  sensed that 
they were pain voices. Staying in prayer I  turned until being in front of that enormous 
being and without form (if I describe it body all we would coincide that it is horrible), I 
didn't feel fear, was a being of about 4 meters of high for six of long, forms of 
monkey or chimpanzee. In the air I listened the song of a rooster transparently, 
continued by that of a dog, later on an elephant (trumpet) and the roar of a lion. 
 
I feelt an unique silence (resemblance to the one that, in an experience with my 
Greater Soul showed up, when asking  the Guru: teacher why so much silence? The 
Teacher answered: it is the love that’s going by) 
 
That being moved his lips to say:  Ikkaly Ikkaly”, their voice was desperate, strong 
and quick. For understanding of the  dialogue I am To and the being H. 
 
To: Salutation great being 
H: Great being what? 
To: Not I, can give ephitets, only  that you who speaks to me , possesses cosmic 
authorization. 
H: In all the times and forms I have been named. 
 
To: In my case, I cannot say bad or good, the external mind tells me that it is a 
disastrous (Lucifer) being, but spiritually you I know that you’re a key piece in the 
Creative Father's plans.  
H: If all the inhabitants of my descendant terra (earth) have that conception, the 
dilation  of our orbits has already been given. 
 
To: Those voices or noises that are listened in the distance, they are? 
H: It is the multitude's of souls, egocentric scum that they inhabit my body, souls that 
didn't want to be defined before the universal custody, they belong to the 42 stars 
that sustain me, stars that contribute forces for my stability and of them in each 
cycle. 
 
To: Among these logically is the earth. 
H: Each sphere evolves spiritually to dilate its orbit of our corpus (the planet) and to 
be isolated of the chain of cataclysms that geometrically govern it. Only some are 
purified once and they take that experience like bases for not repeating the action. 
 
To: Do you have representatives in the earth? 
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H: It is a law of likeness, numerous it is the number of what you call representative 
as of those that are registered to be taken children ( refers to the souls that it will be 
taken to inhabit that world, I say souls because they are human beings that will 
perish the in final cataclysm, like it is logical these souls won't return again to the 
earth but rather they reincarnated in Hercólobus). 
 
To: Can what you call orbit dilation do it the eathlings and what orientation or clue is 
there? 
H: Hermetcally they are given in the solar age (age of gold or high spirituality) , in this 
Saturnian age (final, since everything governs from Moon to Saturn, for the terrestrial 
ones) they are public, but it is late, the decline will finish welcoming  the elementary 
(little evolved or basic, him) one. Wulagnhú (star of the constellation Pegassus) in its 
age was covered with the noncosturated mantel  later DEMARY (cosmic mother) to 
this the sacred ovals ( guide spiritual)rose  that remain until our days. 
 
To: Your proximity to the earth in What it affects the humanity? 
H: In the living beings of the different Kingdom, they possess the mental world and 
the visional world , our orbit crosses accurately for the center, this is represented as 
a wall that impedes the communication. The three parts of the terrestrial constitution 
will be divided, the organized thinking, the wise feelness and the current intelligent 
one  won't have correlation. 
 
To: Why does it have to be given the hecatomb, is it a karma of the earth? 
H: In all created  exist cycles, times that for you understand, these cycles have a  
created birth and they have an objective of stability. Each creature has her cycle, 
when being concluded,  is fundamental her transformation, this  is the law and it 
should be completed. 
 
To: If there is not form of avoiding your intervention, what time have we to prepare 
the land or promise land 
H: In the next regency sun - Leo closes the cycle (Julio - August 1999), the virgin 
(August September–) he will pray and it will bless the son and the veil that covers our 
presence will run. 
 
To: With all the respect, but with all frankness, where it is the godfathership that the 
earth has in Vajratawa YANG KAREY? 
 
( In that instant the silence makes its great presence, the sun it shines intensely and 
the voices disappear. Not you as much as time lapsed, but everything and slowly it 
returned to the previous state, I understood that the silence is the eloquence of the 
wisdom. 
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It is necessary to write down that all that we have lived with the Greater Brothers 
owes to the infinite kindness of the stellar soul Yang Karey who has taken 
responsibility of the earth to transfer the earth to a hyperspace  order and this way to 
avoid the presence of Hercólobus, for they have been given missions that consist on 
taking the  Cristic or Divine message  to the whole humanity.) 
 
To: Can one speak of  soul figures as for the quantity of people that  will perish? 
H: Our body (the planet) will receive to a thousand eight hundred million human 
souls, those that won't return to the earth will inhabit our body. 
 
To: Does it mean this that other people if they take body in the earth again? 
H: Have in reflection that great quantity of souls finished its cycle of manifestations 
(the 108 lives), they won't embody quickly. 
 
To: Will you cause cataclysms eternally to the stars for which it orbits? 
H: Everything is organized, it is interest of the stars to be integrated, to create a 
conscious atmosphere that  speaks for them, that give life to their creator that the 
wings drive  partially outside of our orbit who  have made it, has helped us to liberate 
the mechanism, when traveling collectively, to this same being it will be given  the 
white seed that will be transformed in the primary race of gold lot. (In these moments 
I tell myself: “it will be in millions of years”) 
H: Not there is hurry, there is crop time, of seeding and of plow. 
 
To: What future awaits the souls that  inhabit your body?  
H: Knowing the sin and understanding it in their seventh manifestation, they are 
ready to be been godfatherd by the angels Vajratawas ( Crístic Soul) that 
occasionally cross the stellar light Hercolis. 
 
To: As the earth it is classified from their point of view? 
H: Cosmically it is located in the camera thirteen, luminousy has likeness with this 
being that speaks to you. (What means that the terrestrial humanity is as disastrous 
as that of Hercólobus) 
 
To: Great being, aspire in a time to be Luminous presence? 
H: If you were able to understand the laconic static, you would see which is the 
difference, if this happened and the continuous of the grizzly line, another being 
would be in my place. 
 
To: As you  can see who speaks to you it is located in the metaphysical path, I 
require of a key or method for psychosomatic protection, non for me but for 30 
people that syntonize with the doctrinal order. 
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H: Your soul states project the formation of libelus sparks  in your contour, they are 
forms of to be born and to sustain the life in the universe, all the creatures are forms 
of genesic expression and from that point in that you can even be isolated germinal 
radical chaos. 
 
As giver of the cosmos, this substance  lives, it palpitates in each creature, subjected 
by law to the interior journey, for Deu reflection (reflection of God) you are of our 
body, these as all, tied by conscience, 54 suns before being drawn the veil, most of 
the humanity  will vision the path that will lead you for promise to the  isolation. It is - 
TUM 
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EPILOGUE 

As they have been able to read up to now, the teachings of the celestial beings. they 
collide with those that up to now have guided the aching humanity, it is for this 
reason that the wise apostle Pablo says in the Book of 1Corintios 2, I verse 6 a10: 
“However, we speak wisdom among those that have reached maturity in the faith ; 
not the wisdom of this world neither of the powerful of this world that perish. But we 
speak wisdom of God in mystery, the hidden wisdom that God foredoomed before 
the centuries for our glory, which none of the powerful ones of this world knew, 
because if they had known it, they would never have crucified to the Lord of glory. 
Before well, like they are written: “”Sew that eye didn't see neither heard  neither they 
have ascended to the man's heart they are those that God has prepared for those 
that love him””.”  
 
It is hardly logical that those that we are diffusing the Christ's (that hidden wisdom 
that for these times of conflict, God had allowed that it becomes public) teachings are 
pursued by the same humanity that receives them. In certain occasion the venerable 
Teacher Zigk Gnanak said:  Each“ teaching that you impart the humanity, this will 
pay you with bitterness, with incongruities, it is the payment that you will thank them 
in reverent form. The satirización (laughter), is an universal money that will arrive to 
you" in good time. 
  
In the path toward the liberation that is the same one that drives to the Creative 
Father, know each other or several mechanisms systems exist or technical, so much 
millennial as trivial, all with a common denominator: to return to our Genesis. 
 
The return to the genesis or origin, if it is really exact, it requires unavoidably of the 
sacrifice that like it is logical it is accompanied by pain, these sacrifices are not very 
comprehensible for the common of the humanity. 
 
In Bragavad Gita, Koran, and our sacred book The Bible, narrates the experiences 
that the initiate ones or prophets lived to reach the  soul magnification . 
 
Moses, that initiate one that developed the electric power of the will,   even faced  his 
same town. Pathetic case has it in the faithful servant Job who gave transparent 
samples of its mission, suffering not only economically, but in its own organism. José 
is sold by his siblings like allegory (Genesis cap. 37). Daniel and other prophets also 
demonstrated fluency and submission. 
 
In the new testament they become present the redemption actions: Juan the Baptist 
was beheaded and with it gave beginning to the dancing head that is not another 
thing that to behead psychologically, somebody to speak of him to dance 
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everywhere. Jesús the Christ like incarnation of the living God was submissive until 
the crucifixion. The apostle Pablo the gibe of the jail lived. Equally Pedro (Facts 12,4 
and Facts 16 of the 23 at the 26).  
All want to know why another is chosen for heaven's sake and not him , all the 
prophets go by the same circumstances.  
 
The torture is then a mechanism that when it is directed by enigmatic  and 
theocráticos threads, full or it allows the man its magnification. The case lived by 
Mahatma Gandhi is different –parallelly speaking since was– the accident law who 
became present in this action. There are people that cohabit with any illness, 
example the cancer, for many years, others have remained equally in a jail a time. Is 
it punish of the sky?, recurrentcy?,  an accident?, autoproyectión?, self-
centeredness?, triviality? 
 
The fifth angel of the Apocalypse lived the viacruxis so much the prison as 
pathological and this last who took  him to desencarnación . 
In general terms we can say that the  iniciátic levels come accompanied by setbacks 
or calamities in different forms and applications. It is in these circumstances in that 
the initiate one exclaims: My “father, if it is possible put away of me this chalice but 
my will ,is but yours”. To this we can annex  the hermetic“ axiom:  The circumstances 
are good or bad according to the will and strength of your heart, learn how to convert 
all difficult situation in a  arms for triumph ” 
 
We have to clarify that not all the cases of suffering are  soul tests, since there are 
things that the same person search for example: if you have nutritious bad habits as 
taking hot soup and later cold water, this can generate  stomach uneasiness with 
later gastritis and if becomes chronic (a lifetime) until a cancer. Or if somebody steals 
or it kills and they put him in jail, this the person created it, looked for it. 
 
To discern is the important thing, to know when a certain viacruxis is human or of the 
soul. 
We made this comment because it is natural that when you want to change your life 
to a new one, the old one pursues and torments the initiated. 
 

Deuz Hary 
 

 
Brother for this time finishes  our dialogue. Those people interested in deepening on 
these studies, study the books: The Zigk Order  and the Blue Book : Path to 
Initiation. 
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We say goodbye for the glory to the one that all can  and on which anything has 
control, The Creative Father, origin of all that it has been, it is and it will be.                            

OM IS 
 

PRAYER 
In the genesis there was not existence but neither nonexistence, only the energy 
existed and however it was not manifested, the being breathed and however he 
didn't have breathing. 
Not something existed, neither anything existed. The radiant sky didn't exist neither 
the celestial immense vault extended to the high thing. What did cover everything 
cover ~? What did it cover it ~? What did it hide  ~? Was the unfathomable abyss of 
the waters ~?. Not the death existed, but nothing was immortal, the limit didn't exist 
between the day and the night, only the ONE breathed inanimate and for it, because 
any other that The has never had. It reigned in the darkness and all principle was 
veiled in the deep darkness of the ocean without light. The germ until then place 
setting in the cover of the night makes sprout a nature of fervid heat. Who does know 
the secret ~? Who has unveil it ~? Of where, of where this diverse creation has 
arisen ~? The same God came  to the existence. Who does know of where that great 
creation came ~?. Well that THEIR will has created it, well that it was silent, neither 
high seer in those but high worlds know it, or maybe  neither even  he knows it. 
Contemplating  the eternity, before was put the first foundations to the earth, You 
was, and when the underground flame breaks your prison and devour the form, you 
will still be You, for eras, without suffering any change , even when the time doesn't 
exist, Oh intelligence infinite, divine eternity ~!.  Allow me to be integrated to you to 
live eternally in you and to achieve this way the final objective, the reason of being of 
my existence, to arrive to the Creative Father as origin of all the existent one. 
 
RIG VEDA                                      
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